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I. INTRODUCTION

In a predecessor symposium on the topic of ecosystem services, several distinguished scholars suggested that the major “failing” of contemporary environmental law is its failure to protect...
ecosystems and the services they provide. Their rationale was two-fold. First, ecosystems and the services they provide are of central importance to human and other existence; yet, second, environmental governance has traditionally given short shrift to the protection of such ecosystems and services. Thus, protection of ecosystems and the services they provide is a significant environmental priority that has not engendered a meaningful or effective regulatory response.

The importance of ecosystems and the services they provide does not seem to be in dispute. A burgeoning literature explains that ecosystems provide conditions and processes that are necessary to sustain human life. These processes include purifying the air we breathe and the water we drink, recycling waste, replenishing soil nutrients, maintaining biodiversity, regulating climate, flood and pest control, and pollination. Jim Salzman points out in a recent article that, for example, “[o]ne cannot begin to understand flood control . . . without realizing the impact that widespread wetland destruction has had on the ecosystem service of water retention . . . .” This example is particularly salient in light of the enormous damage that Hurricane Katrina wrought. Several studies have suggested that past destruction of wetlands contributed significantly to the devastation from Hurricane Katrina because the loss of these wetlands reduced the capacity of the natural environment to retain the water unleashed during the storm. Other examples abound of the services that different types of eco-

---


4. See e.g., Gretchen C. Daily, Introduction: What Are Ecosystem Services?, in NATURE’S SERVICES: SOCIETAL DEPENDENCE ON NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS 1, 3-4 (Gretchen C. Daily ed., 1997); NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, VALUING ECOSYSTEM SERVICES: TOWARD BETTER ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION-MAKING (2005); MILLENNIUM ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT, ECOSYSTEMS AND HUMAN WELL-BEING: A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSMENT 1 (2003) (noting that, for example, the human species “has always depended on the services provided by the biosphere and its ecosystems.”).

5. See Daily, supra note 4, at 3-4.


systems provide, and of the enormous value and importance of these services. Studies indicate that the cost to replace the loss of pollinating plants in the United States alone, as one example, would be on the order of billions of dollars.

The need for regulation to protect ecosystem services also does not appear to be in dispute. Some scholars have suggested that environmental law and policy have essentially “ignored” the challenge of protecting ecosystems and their services, despite their importance. While market-based approaches and other strategies that do not, in at least some formulations, require regulatory intervention hold promise and deserve consideration as well, the practical consequence of current market failures and the absence of regulatory gap-filling is that those who engage in activities that harm ecosystems and the services they provide are not being held fully accountable for, or expected fully to address, these “negative externalities.”

8. See, e.g., Salzman, supra note 6, at 871-72.
9. See, e.g., id. at 872 and n. 2.
10. There is a vast literature on the appropriateness of regulation in different circumstances. See e.g., R.H. Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, in THE ECONOMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT 68 (Wallace E. Oates ed. 1992); Don Fullerton & Robert N. Stavins, How Economists See the Environment, in ECONOMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT: SELECTED READINGS 3, 5 (Robert N. Stavins ed., 4th ed. 2000) (noting that “negative externalit[ies],” such as pollution, may produce a total social cost of production that exceeds the value to consumers, so that regulation is appropriate because, “[i]f the market is left to itself, too many pollution-generating products are made.”). R. David Simpson highlights the need to consider the value of ecosystem services in formulating regulatory strategies in Economic Analysis and Ecosystems: Some Concepts and Issues, in ECONOMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT; SELECTED READINGS 529, 536-37 (suggesting that “[g]overnments must act to correct ‘externalities.’ . . . Pollution is the ‘classical example’ of [a negative externality.] . . . [W]e need to think about the value of ecosystems and environmental amenities in order to make reasonable social decisions concerning their conservation. The fact that many of the things we care about are not traded in the existing economic system makes it more, rather than less, important that we think carefully about what their values really are.”).
11. Salzman, Thompson & Daily, supra note 3, at 311, 312 (concluding that “[d]espite their obvious importance to our wellbeing, ecosystem services have largely been ignored in environmental law and policy.”). For articles considering the adequacy of different environmental laws for protection of ecosystem services, see for example, Robert L. Fishman, The EPA’s NEPA Duties and Ecosystem Services, 20 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 497, (2001) (examining “the relationship between the EPA’s NEPA duties and valuation of ecosystem services”); J. B. Ruhl & R. Juge Gregg, Integrating Ecosystem Services into Environmental Law: A Case Study of Wetlands Mitigation Banking, 20 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 365 (2001) (discussing the federal wetland mitigation banking experience); James Salzman, Valuing Ecosystem Services, 24 ECOLOGY L.Q. 887, 899 (1997); James Salzman & J.B. Ruhl, Currencies and the Commodification of Environmental Law, 53 STAN. L. REV. 607 (2000) (examining use of environmental trading markets (ETMs)); Salzman, Thompson, & Daily, supra note 3, at 311 (citing Janet S. Herman et al., Groundwater Ecosystem Services, 20 STAN. ENVTL L.J. 479, 481 (2001)).
12. See, e.g., Steven N. S. Cheung, The Fable of the Bees: An Economic Investigation, 16 J. L. & ECON. 11, 29-32 (1973) (concluding that there are situations in which the benefits from ecosystems involved in pollution have been internalized through contracts that bee keepers and farmers have negotiated).
13. See e.g., Fullerton & Stavins, supra note 10, at 5.
This Article focuses primarily on the possible role that the “back end” of the regulatory state, notably environmental enforcement, may play in protecting ecosystems and the services they provide.\footnote{My main purpose in this article is to make the general point that enforcement has promise as a mechanism for protecting ecosystem services, and to explore the different types of enforcement relief that may be especially valuable. To some degree, I conflate the concepts of protecting ecosystem functions and maintaining or protecting ecosystem services in order to facilitate my making this broader point. While the two are, of course, related, there are important distinctions as well. Enforcement intended to protect the environment may be structured to protect ecosystem services, or not. For example, as Professor Ruhl points out in his wetlands piece, wetland banking might be neutral with respect to ecological functions in a watershed but, because it moves wetlands, have negative effects on the distribution and absolute total of ecosystem services within the watershed. See Ruhl & Gregg, supra note 11. Thus, if, for instance, a violator destroys or degrades wetlands in one location (place A), and the government, through an enforcement action, enjoins the violator to restore wetlands in a different location (place B), that injunctive relief might make the environment whole in the sense that it would address any aggregate ecological impacts, but that relief might not restore service values to the human population around place A. This distinction between ecosystem functions and services has implications for the type of relief that is appropriate if the goal is to redress harm to ecosystem services (in addition to redressing harm to ecosystem functions). Those interested in pursuing relief that advances ecosystem services in particular would be well-advised to keep this distinction in mind, particularly to the degree that a purpose of such relief is to redress the harm to ecosystem services that a violation causes. One option is to require relief that would, in some way, offset the loss of the lost or reduced ecosystem services.} Effective enforcement has long been recognized to be a central feature of effective regulation.\footnote{See generally, A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, The Economic Theory of Public Enforcement of Law, 38 J. ECON. LITERATURE 45 (2000) (noting the importance of public enforcement of law). Markell, Deterrence-Based Enforcement, supra note 3, at 12; Marver H. Bernstein, REGULATING BUSINESS BY INDEPENDENT COMMISSION 224 (1955).} The oft-stated premise is that without enforcement, compliance would suffer significantly, thereby undermining achievement of the normative goals of underlying legislation.\footnote{Markell, Deterrence-Based Enforcement, supra note 3, at 10-12.} For example, government permits that are intended to protect the environment by limiting destruction of wetlands or discharges of pollutants into streams are unlikely to be as effective as possible if the regulated parties that are subject to these permits violate their terms.\footnote{There are questions concerning optimal levels of compliance, and optimal levels of environmental protection. See, e.g., Daniel A. Farber, Taking Slippage Seriously: Noncompliance and Creative Compliance in Environmental Law, 23 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 297 (1999); Polinsky & Shavell, supra note 15, at 72 (concluding that “it . . . appears that those [present] levels [of deterrence] are often too low…. [S]ociety probably should raise levels of deterrence in many areas of enforcement.”) I do not address these issues here. Compliance with norms is a significant issue at all levels of governance. See, e.g., Jutta Brunnée, Multilateral Environmental Agreements and the Compliance Continuum, in MULTILEVEL GOVERNANCE OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE: PERSPECTIVES FROM SCIENCE, SOCIOLOGY AND THE LAW 387, 387 (Gerd Winter ed., 2006) (noting that “[t]he promotion of compliance with international environmental commitments is among the most challenging issues of global environmental governance.”).} While improved regulatory norms may be needed as well, regulated party compliance with the norms that are in place is likely to advance protection of the envi-
environment, including protection of ecosystems and the services they provide.

I focus on the possible value that each of three “tools” in the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) enforcement toolbox — 1) penalties, 2) injunctive relief, and 3) a form of “beyond compliance” injunctive relief, known as SEPs -- has for producing ecosystem benefits.\(^{18}\) Theoretically, there are at least five ways in which enforcement has the potential to protect the environment, including ecosystems and the services they provide. First, enforcement has the potential to prevent harm to ecosystems by deterring violations that would cause such harm. Second, enforcement has the capacity to require violators to cease violations that are causing or threatening harm. Third, enforcement includes the authority to require violators to fix ecosystems they have harmed (to restore or remediate harmed ecosystems). Fourth, EPA has used enforcement to negotiate settlements that commit violators to take action to benefit the environment in circumstances in which EPA otherwise lacks the legal authority to compel performance of such projects or to undertake them itself (to achieve protection “beyond compliance”). Finally, enforcement has the capacity to advance learning that will help to protect ecosystems and the services they provide.\(^{19}\)

The three enforcement tools I discuss in this Article appear to have the potential to protect ecosystems in several ways. For example, EPA’s power to penalize violators enables the agency to de-
violations, particularly to deter regulated parties from violating the law in ways that harm the environment (including ecosystems and the services they provide). EPA claims the injunctive authority as part of its enforcement arsenal to require regulated parties to end violations that are causing such harm and to repair any harm their violations have caused. In addition, for over two decades EPA has used its enforcement authorities to negotiate settlements of enforcement cases that commit violators to take steps to protect and restore the environment that go “beyond compliance,” that is, beyond their obligations under the law. Each of these enforcement tools has the potential to advance learning that is likely to be helpful in protecting ecosystems and their services. Further, the latter two tools empower EPA to shift the burden of doing much of this ecosystem-beneficial work to the regulated community. This feature is likely to be of particular appeal, especially during times characterized by scarce government resources and limited government capacity (i.e., all times). Enforcement offers an opportunity for environmental progress and new learning that, quite simply, is not likely to occur if it were dependent entirely on government resources and initiatives.

Part II of this Article provides an overview of regulatory enforcement that offers a framework for considering the possible utility of enforcement in protecting ecosystems and their services. Parts III-V review in more detail the three types of relief listed above, notably penalties (Part III), injunctive relief (Part IV), and “beyond compliance” actions that EPA commits regulated parties to complete through negotiated settlements of enforcement proceedings (Part V). I also include a brief conclusion.

22. Id.
23. Some economists would look at the efficiency of such expenditures regardless of the party bearing them.
24. While my effort in this article is to focus on current key elements of EPA’s enforcement tool box, there obviously are an enormous range of possible mechanisms and approaches that may be helpful in protecting ecosystems and the services they provide. As indicated in the text, this article focuses on the relatively incremental approach of revamping existing regulatory enforcement approaches as a possible strategy to increase protection (including enhancement and restoration) of ecosystems that provide important services; it does not consider fundamental restructuring of our regulatory apparatus as a way to achieve this goal.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF EPA REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT\textsuperscript{25}

\textit{A. The Level and Nature of EPA Enforcement Activity}

EPA's enforcement world is a busy one. Agency officials undertake a significant number of inspections each year in order to monitor compliance with the various environmental regulatory statutes. In FY 2005, for example, EPA staff conducted 22,000 inspections and investigations.\textsuperscript{26} Through a variety of means, including government inspections, self-reporting by regulated parties, and tips that workers and members of the public provide, Agency staff annually discover significant numbers of violations, including a substantial number that are serious enough to warrant formal enforcement. To use the statistics from EPA's most recent fiscal year again, in FY 2005 EPA issued a total of 2,229 administrative penalty complaints and initiated 259 civil judicial referrals (generally, referrals to the Department of Justice of cases involving violations of environmental laws for filing of civil complaints in federal court).\textsuperscript{27} In FY 2005, EPA finalized a total of 2,273 admin-

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{25} This article focuses on traditional enforcement situations, in which a regulated party violates the law and the government decides to undertake a formal enforcement action against the party in order to obtain an adequate penalty and, potentially, appropriate injunctive relief. The government uses a wide variety of compliance promotion tools beyond traditional enforcement. See, e.g., \textit{U.S. ENVTL PROT. AGENCY, FY 2005 PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT}, GOAL 5-1 (Nov. 2005), available at http://www.epa.gov/cfo/finstatement/2005par/par05.pdf [hereinafter EPA FY 2005 Report]; Markell, \textit{Deterrence-Based Enforcement, supra note 3, at 8}; \textit{RECHTSCHAFFEN & MARKELL, supra note 20, at 60-83}. While these are worth considering for their possible relevance to ecosystem services, they are not the focus of this Article.

\textsuperscript{26} EPA FY 2005 REPORT, GOAL 5, supra note 25, at 160; see \textit{U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT ANNUAL RESULTS: FY2005 NUMBERS AT A GLANCE} [hereinafter NUMBERS AT A GLANCE], http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/reports/endofyear/eoy2005/2005numbers.html (last visited Sept. 7, 2007) EPA's enforcement efforts represent the tip of the iceberg in the enforcement arena. In many states, for one or more of the major pollution control regulatory programs, state officials have primary implementation responsibility. David L. Markell, \textit{"Slack" in the Administrative State and its Implications for Governance: The Issue of Accountability}, 84 OR. L. REV. 1, 20-21 (2005) [hereinafter Markell, \textit{Slack}]. This includes conducting inspections, reviewing facility-generated reports, identifying instances of significant non-compliance for possible follow-up action, and undertaking such action in appropriate circumstances, either through administrative or judicial enforcement. See, e.g., \textit{ENVTL. COUNCIL OF STATES & U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, ONE STOP REPORTING PROGRAM, ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANT REPORTING DATA IN EPA'S NATIONAL SYSTEMS: DATA COLLECTION BY STATE AGENCIES} 1 (1999) (suggesting that states conduct approximately ninety percent of all inspections and initiate more than eighty percent of all enforcement actions each year). The ideas explored in this Article are potentially relevant to state enforcement efforts as well. Furthermore, some of the regulatory statutes require regulated parties to monitor their own compliance and to report the results to the government. The Clean Water Act discharge monitoring report (DMR) program is probably the best example of this approach.

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE, U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, EPA FY 2005 COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT ANNUAL RESULTS} 7, 9 (2005) [hereinafter Annual Results], available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/reports/end-
istrative penalty order settlements and 157 civil judicial conclu-
sions. In FY 2005, EPA enforcement addressed a total of 5,137
facilities in 4,346 cases.

In short, on an annual basis, EPA: 1) invests considerable re-
sources in the enforcement arena; 2) discovers a substantial num-
ber of significant violations; and 3) in numerous cases, initiates,
and ultimately completes, enforcement action. In many of these
cases the Agency imposes penalties and requires significant viola-
tors to reduce pollutant discharges or otherwise act in ways that
enhance protection of human health and the environment. In-
creasingly, EPA has sought to monitor and measure the environ-
mental impacts (benefits) of its enforcement actions. According to
an EPA FY 2005 report, “28.8 percent of enforcement actions re-
quired that pollutants be reduced, treated, or eliminated and popu-
lations and ecosystems be protected.”

In the following section I review the nature and mechanics of
contemporary enforcement in order to explore in some detail the
opportunities that this significant level of government activity po-
tentially affords for protection of ecosystem services.

B. An Overview of Traditional Enforcement

The enforcement process, considered broadly, includes several
steps. Key elements include: 1) monitoring regulated parties’ per-
formance of their legal obligations; 2) identification of violators;
3) prioritization of violations (deciding which violations to pursue and
which to give low priority); 4) choice of an enforcement or compli-
ance-promotion approach in particular cases;

5) pursuit of the
selected approach in cases for which the Agency decides action is
warranted; and 6) post-action follow-up (e.g., to assess whether a
violator has returned to compliance).

---

28. Annual Results, supra note 27, at 8, 10; NUMBERS AT A GLANCE, supra note 26.
29. Annual Results, supra note 27, at 12.
30. I do not address here the merits of criticisms that there have been declines in recent years in EPA (and state) enforcement activity.
31. EPA FY 2005 REPORT, Goal 5-3, supra note 25, at 152. Markell, Slack, supra note
26, at 59.
32. For a more comprehensive treatment of EPA enforcement, see generally, RECHT-
SCHAFFEN & MARKELL, supra note 20; JOEL A. MINTZ, ENFORCEMENT AT THE EPA: HIGH
STAKES AND HARD CHOICES (Univ. of Texas 1995); Joel A. Mintz, “Neither the Best of Times
Nor the Worst of Times”: EPA Enforcement During the Clinton Administration, 35 ELR 10390 (June 2005).
33. EPA has expressed considerable interest in recent years in pursuing more coop-
erative and less adversarial responses to non-compliance, as have the states. RECHTSCHAFFEN
& MARKELL, supra note 20, at 59.
34. As is the case with many lists, this one creates somewhat artificial categories.
EPA does not pursue a formal enforcement action in the vast majority of situations in which it uncovers violations. As might be expected, EPA’s policy is to reserve initiation of formal enforcement proceedings for the most serious violations. Many of EPA’s programs characterize these violators as being in “significant noncompliance,” or SNC.

The criteria EPA uses to determine the types of violations that are significant and that warrant formal enforcement action have been the subject of considerable debate over the years. Each of EPA’s major regulatory programs has developed specific definitions of “significant noncompliance.” In some cases the program offices have revisited these definitions periodically. But, as might be expected, a constant is that a key factor or criterion has been the extent to which a violation has caused or threatened significant harm to human health or the environment.

EPA often considers seeking a variety of types of relief for violations for which the Agency determines formal enforcement action is warranted. EPA typically will seek to require such violators to
pay a penalty. Each of the major environmental regulatory statutes contains a list of factors courts and EPA are to consider in determining appropriate penalty amounts in particular cases. The Agency generally considers three primary factors in determining the appropriate size of a payable penalty — the “economic benefit” the violator gained through its violations, an additional “gravity” component that is based on the seriousness of the violation and that is intended to put the violator in a worse position than a competitor that is in compliance with its legal obligations, and any “adjustment” factors, such as ability to pay.

In addition, particularly in cases in which a violation is ongoing or there is a reasonable likelihood that a violation will recur, and in situations in which the violation has caused an adverse impact on human health or the environment, EPA will consider injunctive relief, through which the Agency will require a violator to return to compliance and to fix or remEDIATE any environmental harm its violations caused.

In some cases, EPA pursues other forms of relief as well. I focus on one such form of relief in this article, notably environmentally beneficial projects that violators agree to undertake, even though they do not have a legal obligation to do so. These are negotiated projects incorporated into formal settlements used to resolve enforcement actions without litigation (or to conclude litigation). As part of such settlements, EPA generally reduces a violator’s payable penalty as the quid pro quo for the violator’s commitment to perform such “beyond compliance” work. EPA labels these actions Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs).

The following data, from EPA’s report for the most recent federal Fiscal Year (2005), entitled FY 2005 Compliance & Enforcement Annual Results, shows the dollar value for each of the past five years of each of these types of relief — penalties, injunctive relief, and SEPs. As the Annual Results data reflects, in FY 2005

41. See e.g., EPA Memo, supra note 36, at 15.
42. 33 U.S.C. § 1319 (2000), 42 U.S.C. § 3008 (2000). Under most regulatory statutes EPA has the authority to bring an enforcement action administratively or judicially. See e.g., CWA § 309(b), (d); CAA § 113(b); RCRA § 3008(a), (g) (all authorizing civil actions); CWA § 309(g); CAA § 113(d) (authorizing administrative enforcement penalties for violations).
43. See infra note 57 and Part II.B.
44. See CWA § 309(b); United States v. Alcoa Inc., 98 F. Supp. 2d 1031 (N.D. Ind. 2000).
45. See infra Part IV. EPA has a variety of other enforcement-based tools as well that I do not address in this article, including the authority to modify and revoke permits. See e.g., HAZARDOUS WASTE POLICY, supra note 40, at 9. See also David L. Markell, States as Innovators: It’s Time for a New Look to Our “Laboratories of Democracy” in the Effort to Improve Our Approach to Environmental Regulation, 58 ALB. L. REV. 347 (1994) (discussing several types of enforcement authorities).
EPA obtained relief worth more than $10 billion through its enforcement efforts: $154 million in payable penalties; $10 billion in injunctive relief; and $57 million in violators’ commitments to conduct SEPs.\footnote{These figures understate the scope of government enforcement quite significantly because they only cover EPA civil enforcement efforts. EPA also pursues criminal enforcement in appropriate cases. \textit{NUMBERS AT A GLANCE}, supra note 26. Further, the figures do not include information on enforcement relief obtained through state and local government enforcement efforts.} This is obviously a substantial amount of enforcement-generated relief. To provide one basis for comparison, the value of this relief exceeds EPA’s entire budget, which in FY 2005 was less than $8 billion.\footnote{See Budget of the United States Government, FY 2007, http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2007/epa.html (lasted visited Aug. 19, 2007) (indicating that EPA’s total outlay in 2005 was just under $8 billion).}
and the services they provide. I turn now to a more detailed look at each of these forms of traditional enforcement relief in order to explore this issue.

III. A MORE DETAILED LOOK AT PENALTY CALCULATIONS

This section contains an elaboration on five points that I think are worth making in considering the promise of penalties for protecting ecosystems and their services. First, penalties give EPA leverage to deter violators from committing violations that will harm or threaten to harm such ecosystems and their services.48 Related, Congress has periodically ramped up penalty levels to ensure EPA’s legal authorities are adequate to give it substantial penalty leverage to promote deterrence.49 Second, Congress and EPA have embraced an “economic benefit plus gravity” framework for determining appropriate penalties in particular cases; penalties are to be sufficient to “disgorge economic benefit” (that is, to require a violator to pay an amount at least equal to the economic benefit it gained through its violation), and also are to include a “gravity” component that is tailored to the seriousness of the violation and puts the violator in worse position financially than if it had complied with its legal obligations.50 Third, there is theoretical support for EPA’s paying attention to harm in calculating penalties, in addition to considering economic benefit.51 Fourth, there is reason to believe that EPA may not be fully exploiting the leverage its penalty authorities provide it to promote deterrence because of the relatively little attention the Agency traditionally has given in determining penalties to the harm (especially harm to ecosystem services) that violations cause or threaten.52 Finally, there appears to be at least some practical capacity for EPA to do better—that is, to increase the attention it gives to harm (including harm to ecosystem services) in calculating penalties.53

In short, my premise is that, while 1) EPA’s legal penalty authorities give it the ability to deter violations, including violations that harm ecosystems and the services they provide, through im-

48. Markell, Deterrence-Based Enforcement, supra note 3, at 40. I am not suggesting that EPA is obligated to determine that any particular level of harm occurred when deciding to pursue an enforcement case or determining to impose a penalty. Instead, EPA’s legal authorities generally impose strict liability and do not require EPA to establish that a violation caused or threatened harm as a predicate for suit.

49. Infra note 54 and related text. See also Markell, Deterrence-Based Enforcement, supra note 3.

50. See infra Part III.B
51. See infra Part III.C.
52. See infra Part III.D.
53. Id.
position of penalties that disgorge economic benefit and are tailored to the seriousness of the harm the violation caused or threatened, 2) theoretically, it makes sense for EPA to use this authority, and 3) as a practical matter, EPA has some capacity to do so, 4) there is reason to consider whether EPA is not using these authorities as effectively as it should to deter significant violations because it is not paying enough attention to harm (including harm to ecosystem services) in calculating penalties. In the remaining portion of this section, I work through these four issues, pointing out the significant empirical and other questions that need to be addressed in testing the accuracy of this premise.

A. EPA’s Authority to Impose Penalties to Deter Significant Violations

EPA’s authority to impose penalties gives the Agency significant leverage to create general and specific deterrence in order to reduce the number and significance of violations of the environmental laws. Under many of the significant regulatory statutes, EPA can impose substantial penalties — up to $32,500 per day, per violation. As a result, the maximum statutory penalty for a set of violations can be quite high. For example, if a regulated party violates a law such as the Clean Water Act for thirty days, the total maximum penalty is $975,000 (thirty x $32,500). If the regulated party has committed three different violations of the Clean Water Act for a month, the total maximum potential penalty increases to $2,925,000 ($975,000 x three). For cases that involve multiple violations that continue for an extended period of time, in short, the violator is potentially subject to significant penalties, which easily extend into the multi-million dollar range.

EPA enforcement policies make it clear that, as noted above, the EPA staff are to consider three key factors in determining ap-
appropriate penalty amounts. First, the staff are to consider the economic benefit the regulated party gained through its violations. Second, the staff are to consider the gravity or seriousness of the violations. Finally, staff consider “adjustment” factors, such as ability to pay.\(^{56}\)

EPA has made considerable progress in making the calculation of economic benefit more routine, systematic, and consistent. It has developed an interactive computer model known as BEN to facilitate calculation of economic benefit.\(^{57}\) BEN is intended to be a user-friendly tool that “yields a reliable, objective dollar figure” that represents the economic benefit a violator gained through its violations.\(^{58}\) The Science Advisory Board (SAB) has concluded, and EPA enforcement officials have acknowledged, that the Agency devotes the majority of its penalty calculation efforts to determining the economic benefit associated with particular violations.\(^{59}\) The SAB has characterized recapturing economic benefit that accrues from noncompliance as “the cornerstone” of EPA’s objective of using penalties to deter violators.\(^{60}\)

It is clear that Congress intended that EPA consider the seriousness or gravity of a violation in determining an appropriate penalty. Most of the major statutes direct EPA to do so. Section 309(d) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (covering civil penalties), for example, provides that: “In determining the amount of a civil penalty the court shall consider the seriousness of the violation . . . .”\(^{61}\) Similarly, CWA section 309(g)(3) (covering administrative penalties) provides that: “In determining the amount of any penalty . . .

---


58. Jonathan Libber, EPA’s BEN Model Coordinator, indicates that 27 states were using BEN to some degree as of 1990. Libber, View from Inside, supra note 57, at 193.


60. SAB report, supra note 57, at 10.

the Administrator . . . shall take into account the nature, circumstances, extent and gravity of the violation” in addition to the economic benefit the violator gained through the violation. 62  

Section 3008(a)(3) of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) likewise requires that, in “assessing . . . a penalty, the Administrator shall take into account the seriousness of the violation.” 63

It is also clear that in referring to “seriousness” or “gravity” of a violation, Congress intended that EPA consider the environmental harm or potential harm that a violation caused in determining an appropriate penalty amount. 64  

Numerous courts have so concluded. 65  

Courts have increased the gravity component of a penalty in situations involving significant harm. 66  On the flip side, courts have viewed the lack of such harm as a “significant mitigating factor” in determining a penalty amount, even in cases involving substantial numbers of violations. 67

In short, there is no statutory impediment to EPA’s considering actual or potential environmental harm (including harm to ecosystems and the services they provide) in determining penalty amounts. Instead, Congress intended and directed that the

63. 42 U.S.C. § 6928(a)(3)(2002). In the criminal context, the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines indicate that a court should enhance a defendant’s offense level if the site cleanup “required a substantial expenditure.” U.S.S.G. § 2Q1.3(b)(3)(1993)(requiring an enhancement “if cleanup [associated with an offense] required a substantial expenditure, increase by 4 levels.”) See also U.S.S.G. § 2Q1.2 (addressing toxic and hazardous pollutants); U.S. v. Phillips, 367 F.3d 846, 857-58 (9th Cir. 2004) (holding that courts should include calculations of cleanup expenses, including CERCLA expenses, in deciding whether to enhance a sentence under U.S.S.G. § 2Q1.3(b)(3)). See also, U.S. v. Eidson, 108 F.3d 1336, 1344-45 (concluding that “preliminary [site] examination [costs], which exceeded thirty thousand dollars, are properly considered cleanup costs.”).
64. See e.g., U.S. v. Alshabkhoum, 277 F.3d 930, 935 (7th Cir. 2002); Catskill Mountains Chapter of Trout Unlimited, Inc. v. City of New York, 244 F.Supp. 2d 41, 49-50 (N.D.N.Y. 2003) (noting that under the Clean Water Act courts should consider the severity of the violations and their effect on the environment in determining penalties).
Agency do so.

It also is clear that EPA has taken several steps to “operation-
alyze” this Congressional direction to consider the significance of
violations, including the harm the violations cause, in determining
penalties. The Agency has developed general enforcement guid-
ance that adheres to this statutory direction. EPA’s 1984 over-
arching enforcement directive, entitled A Framework for Statute-
Specific Approaches to Penalty Assessments: Implementing EPA’s
Policy on Civil Penalties, directs each EPA media program (wa-
ter, air, etc.) to “develop a system for quantifying the gravity of vio-
lations of the laws and regulations it administers.” The Frame-
work indicates that the system “must be based, whenever possible,
on objective indicators of the seriousness of the violation.” The
Framework provides that “[t]he seriousness of the violation should
be based primarily on: 1) the risk of harm inherent in the violation
at the time it was committed and 2) the actual harm that resulted
from the violation.” In other words, elaborating on the “gravity
component” of penalty calculation, the Framework directs EPA

69. Id.
70. Id.
staff to assess violations according to the seriousness of the violation(s), with seriousness to be determined based on factors including “actual or possible harm.”

The Framework also directs staff to quantify the seriousness of violations. The Framework’s offers the following guidance for doing so:

Assigning a dollar figure to represent the gravity of a violation is an essentially subjective process. Nevertheless, the relative seriousness of different violations can be fairly accurately determined in most cases. This can be accomplished by reference to the goals of the specific regulatory scheme and the facts of each particular violation. Thus, linking the dollar amount of the gravity component to these objective factors is a useful way of ensuring that violations of approximately equal seriousness are treated the same way.

Beyond its overarching Framework, EPA has further operationalized or implemented its approach to penalty calculation through development of a series of program-specific policies. EPA has issued at least 35 “penalty policies” or “enforcement response policies” for its different programs. There are variations among these policies in their approach to environmental harm, but the idea that EPA should consider environmental harm as a factor in determining penalties is a common feature of these policies.

71. 1984 Framework, supra note 68, at II. The Framework provides that EPA should consider the amount and toxicity of any pollutants involved, as well as the sensitivity of the environment, in evaluating actual or possible harm. Id. See also SAB Report, supra note 57, at II. (noting that EPA is to rank violations based on the seriousness of the act and consider actual or possible harm in completing such rankings). In addition to actual or potential harm, the Framework directs EPA staff to consider “importance to the regulatory scheme” (that is, the importance of the requirement to achieving the goal of the statute or regulation) in determining the gravity component of a penalty. Id.

72. 1984 Framework, supra note 68, at app. II.A. The Framework also reflects intention that EPA staff consider the harm a violation causes to the environment in determining the gravity component of a penalty by providing that EPA staff may reduce the gravity component of a penalty if the violator “cooperates” by correcting the environmental problem prior to litigation. Such cooperation may justify a 50% reduction in the gravity component of a penalty. Thus, a violator may be able to reduce its penalty by taking actions to abate or redress environmental harm that it has caused, including to an ecosystem and the services it provides. Id. at app. I.

73. EPA Comment on SAB Report, supra note 59, at 5.

74. I reviewed EPA’s enforcement or penalty policies for the CWA NPDES program, the CWA § 404 program, RCRA, the CAA stationary source program, and EPA’s UST program in preparing this article. U.S. Env’t. Prot. Agency, Revised Interim Clean Water Act Civil Penalty Policy (June 2000), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/rcra/repp2003-fnl.pdf; U.S. Env’t. Prot. Agency, Clean Air Act Sta-
Beyond this legislative and Agency policy direction that EPA staff should consider harm in determining penalty amounts, the Agency has identified key rationales for pursuing enforcement that support such an approach as well. EPA has identified three basic goals for its enforcement efforts: 1) deterrence, 2) fairness, and 3) swift resolution of environmental problems. Particularly when violations cause significant harm, the theoretical literature suggests that imposing a penalty that incorporates such harm furthers at least the first two of these goals.

B. Theoretical Support for EPA’s Considering Significant Environmental Harm in Determining Penalties

There is theoretical support for EPA’s considering harm in imposing penalties, particularly for significant violations that cause or threaten substantial harm. Failure to consider harm ade-
quately in determining penalties may result in under-deterrence (i.e., it may result in too high levels of non-compliance), particularly of violations that cause significant harm. Regulated parties are more likely to commit violations that harm the environment (and that reduce the services ecosystems provide) when the penalties imposed do not force the violators to internalize the costs of such harm.\footnote{77}

The SAB provides an example to explain why in order to achieve appropriate deterrence EPA and other agencies should consider the harm a violation causes in determining an appropriate penalty amount, particularly when the harm is significant:

> It is worth emphasizing that this optimal penalty is based on the “harm” caused by the offense, not the “gain” to the offender. To take a simple criminal example, if a mugger obtained $100 in a robbery and the victim ended up spending three days in the hospital, a penalty based on the $100 gain to the offender would surely be too low — and would “under-deter” such offenses. The appropriate penalty would compensate the victim for three days in the hospital and pain and suffering. In the context of environmental offenses, suppose a firm fails to install a $100 safety valve and as a result 10,000 gallons of crude oil spilled into a sensitive coastal area. The $100 “gain” to the offender would certainly not be an appropriate starting point for a penalty. In both of these cases, the problem is the failure to take account of the harm done to the victim in setting the penalty.\footnote{78}

will exceed the benefit it will derive by doing so. Under this framework, a penalty based on harm creates the proper incentives for behavior in the economics literature. It should be noted that, under conditional deterrence theory, if the gain due to noncompliance is large relative to the harm, a harm-based penalty will not deter noncompliance, but many economists are comfortable with this “conditional deterrence” result since, because the gain from noncompliance exceeds the harm, noncompliance is actually the overall socially efficient outcome. Some environmental violations are considered to be of the “unconditional deterrence” variety; thus, while economists might argue that they should be forgiven if the benefit from committing them exceeds the costs, the legislature has answered that question differently. SAB Report, supra note 57, at 25.

\footnote{77} See SAB report, supra note 57. Penalty authority carries with it a risk of over-deterrence as well. This is true, for example, in a case in which a penalty includes an estimate of the harm that is too high.

\footnote{78} Id. at 25. As noted, supra at note 76, there is an argument that, theoretically, penalties that recoup economic benefit should absolutely deter violations. As the SAB puts it, if EPA were in every case to impose a penalty equal to the gain to the offender divided by
The threat of more significant sanctions for violations that cause relatively significant harm also may provide what some economists have characterized as marginal deterrence. As Polinsky and Shavell put it:

>[E]xpected sanctions influence which harmful acts individuals choose to commit. Notably, such individuals will have a reason to commit less harmful rather than more harmful acts if expected sanctions rise with harm. Deterrence of a more harmful act because its expected sanction exceeds that for a less harmful act is sometimes referred to as marginal deterrence.\(^{79}\)

Polinsky and Shavell conclude that:

Other things being equal, it is socially desirable that enforcement policy creates marginal deterrence, so that those who are not deterred from committing harmful acts have a reason to moderate the amount of harm that they cause. This suggests that sanctions should rise with the magnitude of harm. . . . [M]arginal deterrence is naturally accomplished if the expected sanction equals harm for all levels of harm; for if a person is paying for harm done, he will have to pay appropriately more if he does greater harm."\(^{80}\)

The SAB suggests that EPA should also consider harm in setting penalties because doing so will lead to more fair results (another policy objective EPA articulates in its enforcement policies):

An important aspect of fairness is the restoration of the status quo: the law has been violated, and one

---

\(^{79}\) Polinsky and Shavell, \textit{ supra} note 15, at 63.

\(^{80}\) \textit{Id.} “[M]arginal deterrence also can be promoted by increasing the probability of detection as well as the magnitude of sanctions. For example, [as the SAB puts it,] kidnappers can be deterred from killing their victims if greater police resources are devoted to apprehending kidnappers who murder their victims than to those who do not.” \textit{Id.} This point obviously has implications for the allocation of resources to, and design of, EPA inspection and monitoring schemes and their effectiveness in uncovering violations that threaten or cause significant harm to ecosystems and their services.
objective of the penalty system is to return to the status quo before the violation occurred. . . . [R]emoving the economic benefit is not the only action that might be required in order to restore the status quo. With a violation of an environmental regulation, there is a loss resulting from the polluter’s action in the form of some harm to the natural environment. Whether the natural resource that is harmed belongs to a private individual or the general public, restoration of the status quo can call for some appropriate compensatory action, perhaps in the form of a penalty based on harm to the environment rather than on gain to the polluter.81

To sum up, it appears to be undisputed that Congressional and Agency policies direct Agency staff to consider environmental harm (actual and potential) in determining penalty amounts. There also appears to be theoretical support for EPA to pursue such approaches. Thus, the major remaining questions involve the extent to which EPA is, in fact, considering harm, including harm to ecosystem services, in determining penalty amounts and, re-

81. SAB Report, supra note 57, at 1. The SAB characterizes as “the major focus” of EPA’s penalty policy the fairness notion that the “restorative objective of a penalty system is to undo the violation and return the situation to how it was before the violation occurred.” Id. at 9. The SAB notes that restoring the status quo requires not only disgorging the unwarranted gain to the violator, but also making good on the “unwarranted loss” to some other party. The SAB notes that a compensatory action could include both clean-up and some form of environmental restoration. “The costs of clean-up and environmental restoration are thus compensation that should be paid by the polluter in order to restore the status quo.” Id.

The SAB elaborates on this issue as follows:

In summary, the restoration of the status quo would appear to be an important aspect of the fairness objective in setting the penalty for a violation of an environmental regulation. This restorative goal can be seen to have two possible implications. If one focuses on the polluter’s unlawful gain, restoration of the status quo implies that he should give up the gain. If one focuses on the unlawful harm to the environment, restoration of the status quo implies that he should pay an amount covering the cost of cleanup and/or environmental restoration. In general, there is no reason to expect that the two different approaches will lead to a similar assessment of a monetary payment: the cost avoided by failing to control pollution need bear no relationship to the damage caused by the pollution. This raises two questions: Which approach is presently adopted by the EPA? Which approach seems preferable, or should they be combined in some manner?

With regard to the first question, . . . the current EPA penalty policy . . . contain[s] some elements of both approaches. . . .

Id. at 9-10.
lated, the challenges associated with its doing so. It is to these questions that I now turn briefly in the following section.

**C. EPA's Experience in Assessing Environmental Harm in Determining Penalties and its Challenges in Doing So**

A recent SAB report suggests the possibility of a significant gap between the Congressional and Agency policy direction (discussed in Section III.A) and the theory supporting considering harm (discussed in Section III.B), and the reality on the ground. The SAB report indicates that the reality in the penalty calculation context is that, despite the direction in the generic and media-specific agency policies, EPA has traditionally focused much of its penalty calculation efforts on the first prong in the Agency’s penalty calculation methodology, determining economic benefit, and it has paid little attention to harm.\(^82\) After spending almost two years reviewing EPA’s approach to calculating penalties,\(^83\) the SAB noted that EPA devotes much more effort to determining and recouping economic benefit than it pays to determining and monetizing environmental harm as part of its gravity analysis. “[T]he current EPA penalty process appears to focus overwhelmingly on the calculation of the unlawful gain to the polluter, with no systematic consideration of the monetary value of the environmental damage caused by the violation....”\(^84\) Along the same lines, the SAB concluded that “[s]ince 1978, the EPA has made the violator’s economic benefit from . . . violating the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts the centerpiece of its calculation of civil penalties.”\(^85\) In its comments on the SAB report, EPA acknowledges this is the case.\(^86\)

The SAB has concluded that it is feasible for EPA to calculate harm, and has recommended that EPA embark on such an effort, but EPA has not embraced this recommendation with open arms. The SAB offers the following advice in its cover letter to the 2005 report: “The Panel believes that the state-of-the-art in benefits estimation has progressed to the point where EPA should seriously explore how it might incorporate ‘harm-based’ measures into its

---

\(^82\) SAB Report, supra note 57, at 10.


\(^84\) SAB Report, supra note 57, at 9-10. See also id. at 7 (asserting that, “[s]ince 1978, the EPA has based civil penalties under the CAA and CWA on the violator’s economic benefit from noncompliance from violating the law.”).

\(^85\) Id. at 1.

\(^86\) EPA Comment on SAB Report, supra note 59.
penalty formula. . . .”87 On the other hand, EPA points to various constraints as an explanation for its limited consideration of harm: “even when the harm can in theory be monetized, in almost all civil penalty actions the analytical resources and efforts necessary to accomplish this could be very substantial.”88

The SAB’s optimism, coupled with EPA’s identification of roadblocks, suggests the possible value of more in-depth assessment of the possibilities for developing greater agency capacity to integrate harm-based evaluations into its penalty calculation methodologies. Little such in-depth assessment has been done to date. Thus, my main purpose in this section is to suggest the beginnings of a future research agenda to develop a better understanding of current practices, and future challenges and opportunities. Questions that deserve attention include: 1) How often does EPA consider harm, including harm to ecosystem services?; 2) What motivates the Agency to consider harm in some cases and not in others?; 3) How does EPA carry out such efforts?; 4) Are there significant regional variations in the answers to these questions; and 5) To the extent there is a gap between theory and policy directives, on the one hand, and implementation on the other, what are the practical constraints or other factors that may account for this gap, and are there ways EPA can overcome these constraints so the Agency is able to consider harm to ecosystem services more than it does currently? The answers to these questions will help to inform consideration of the extent to which, and possible ways in which, EPA can and should pay more attention to the harm (and potential harm) a violation causes in determining the appropriate penalty.

A final observation is that EPA’s penalty calculation authorities provide it with a forum for promoting learning about ecosystem services. The ecosystem services literature is full of references to data limitations.89 To name three, there are significant limits to our knowledge about: 1) baseline conditions — the current state of the environment and the services it provides; 2) impacts — the extent to which different types of environmental insults cause harm to different types of ecosystems; and 3) valuation — the dollar

87. Letter from Dr. A. Myrick Freeman III, Chair, Illegal Competitive Advantage (ICA) Economic Benefit (EB) Advisory Panel, EPA Science Advisory Board, to Stephen L. Johnson, EPA Administrator (Sept. 7, 2005) (on file with the author). See also SAB Report, supra note 57, at 5, 26. In concluding that benefits estimation is feasible in some cases, the SAB notes that “there is some continuing disagreement about the relative merits of alternative approaches and their overall reliability.” Id. at 26.
88. Id. at 4. EPA also indicates that “[w]hile the Agency’s penalty policies do consider the environmental harm from the violations (when present),” it asserts that “the violations EPA prosecutes rarely involve provable environmental damage.” Id.
89. See e.g., supra note 19.
value of the level of harm particular violations cause. EPA has the opportunity to advance learning in all three of these areas as part of its efforts to calculate penalties. To provide one example, if a violation harms a particular wetland, EPA has the authority, in determining an appropriate penalty, to gather data on the natural environment involved (e.g., the qualities of the wetland and the services the wetland provides); it has authority to gather data on the nature and extent of the harm that the violation caused to the wetland and the services it provides; and the Agency has the authority to calculate, and place, a monetary value on this harm. EPA can use these types of data-gathering and valuation efforts to learn more about the particular resources involved. It also can incorporate this knowledge and expertise on a broader scale, to bolster our knowledge of natural inventories by improving our understanding of baseline conditions and services. Thus, in short, learning the Agency derives from calculating a “harm-based” penalty for one set of violations may provide information that will facilitate understanding, protecting, and restoring ecosystems and the services they provide in a range of contexts.

IV. INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

As noted above, EPA’s enforcement authorities include the authority to impose injunctive relief, in addition to the power to impose penalties. In at least some circumstances, EPA has defined the scope of its injunctive authority to include the power to require violators to cease violations and to repair any harm the violations have caused. EPA has noted, for example, that “[i]n settling enforcement actions, EPA requires alleged violators to promptly cease the violations and, to the extent feasible, remediate any harm caused by the violations.”

EPA’s injunctive authorities appear to give it significant opportunities to protect ecosystems and the services they provide, in at least three ways. Most obviously, if a violation is causing harm to an ecosystem or threatening to do so, EPA can enjoin the violator to change its behavior by terminating the activities that are causing or threatening harm and to take steps to minimize the prospects for recurrence. There are limitations on EPA’s authority, including courts’ having the equitable discretion to determine appropriate relief in particular cases and thereby override EPA’s preferred approach. Nevertheless, in broad terms EPA has long as-

91. Courts generally have extraordinarily broad equitable authority to “do justice” in
asserted the power to require violators to cease their violations and return to compliance.92

Second, as indicated in the initial paragraph in this section, in at least some cases EPA asserts that its injunctive authorities empower it to enjoin a violator to act affirmatively to address harm that it has caused. Professor Edward Lloyd and others have suggested limits to this authority.93 In many cases, however, EPA has negotiated agreements that obligated alleged violators to remediate harm their violations have caused, and in others courts or EPA's judges or Environmental Appeals Board have required violators to do so.

Finally, EPA's injunctive authorities appear to give it significant capacity for learning that will promote protection of ecosystems and the services they provide by advancing understanding of ecosystems and these services. As noted above, the ecosystem services literature identifies significant data-related shortcomings to our ability to protect and restore ecosystems. These include limits in our understanding of: 1) baseline conditions — the current state of the environment and the services it provides; 2) impacts — the extent to which different types of environmental insults cause harm to different types of ecosystems and, related, the impact of these harms on the capacity of ecosystems to provide services such as pollination, flood control, and the like; and 3) the efficacy and cost of different approaches to protecting and restoring ecosystems and the services they provide. EPA has the opportunity to use its injunctive authorities to advance learning in all three of these areas. To use the same example discussed above, if a violation harms a wetland, EPA claims the authority, in determining appropriate injunctive relief, to: 1) gather data on the qualities of the wetland and on the services the wetland provides; 2) develop in-

92. 1984 EPA POLICY ON CIVIL PENALTIES, supra note 56.

93. Edward Lloyd, Supplemental Environmental Projects Have Been Effectively Used in Citizen Suits to Deter Future Violations as Well as to Achieve Significant Additional Environmental Benefits, 10 WIDENER L. REV. 413, 425 (2004) (discussing amendments proposed to the CWA in 1993, which would have authorized courts to order a violator to restore the natural resources damaged or destroyed as the result of the violation at issue, S. 1114, 103rd Cong. 262 (1993), and asking why such amendments were needed if courts already have this authority).
formation on the nature and extent of the harm that the violation caused to the wetland and the services it provides; and 3) require the violator to cease the violation that is causing harm (and to identify and evaluate different options for doing so) and to abate the harm that it has caused (again, after identifying and evaluating different options for doing so).

While the same types of barriers to EPA’s pursuing more harm-based penalty calculations exist in the injunctive relief context, such as resource constraints, methodological challenges, and the like, the fact that EPA has the ability in some cases to direct the violators to do the basic investigatory and remedial or restorative work means that EPA can reduce these barriers by shifting much of the work to the violators rather than undertake this work itself. While EPA needs to maintain the capacity to direct and oversee a violator’s work, the resource demands should be less than if EPA were doing the work itself. Further, the economic valuation work will be in much less demand on the injunctive end of the relief spectrum, thereby simplifying EPA’s methodological challenges in justifying commitments from violators.

Another point worth mentioning concerning the promise of EPA’s injunctive authority as a tool to protect ecosystems is that EPA has structured its enforcement policies to create leverage for its efforts to have violators undertake needed remedial work. EPA’s Framework allows Agency staff to reduce the gravity component of a penalty significantly if the violator “cooperates” by correcting the environmental problem prior to litigation. 94 This approach obviously creates an incentive for violators to reach agreement with EPA on appropriate injunctive actions to abate and/or redress environmental harm that they have caused, including to an ecosystem and the services it provides, so that the violators may reduce their penalty by taking such actions.

V. SEPs

EPA has coined the acronym SEPs (shorthand for Supplemental Environmental Projects) to refer to a third type of enforcement-related relief that holds promise for advancing knowledge of ecosystems and the services they provide, and for protecting, restoring, and enhancing such services. This Part examines the poten-
tial for SEPs to serve as a useful form of relief for improving protection of ecosystem services.\footnote{95}

Commentators who have lauded the promise of SEPs as a mechanism for enhancing environmental protection, including protecting ecosystems and the services they provide, have tended to highlight two key features of SEPs.\footnote{96} SEPs are in a sense “environmental freebies” — projects that will have a positive environmental impact that would not be undertaken otherwise.\footnote{97} Further, EPA’s enforcement policies create leverage for EPA to persuade violators to undertake environmentally beneficial SEPs they are not legally obligated to undertake, including the possibility that EPA may reduce the penalty it will impose on a violator in exchange for the party’s undertaking a SEP.\footnote{98}

\footnote{95. While I focus on EPA’s SEPs policies and practices, states’ interest in SEPs appears to have increased as well. A 2005 survey of State SEP approaches found that 30 states have adopted formal, published SEP policies, up from 19 eight years before. Steven Bonorris et al., \textit{Environmental Enforcement in the Fifty States: The Promise and Pitfalls of Supplemental Environmental Projects}, 11 \textit{HASTINGS W.-NW. J. ENVTL. L. & POL’Y} 185, 188 (2005). Another 13 states also negotiate SEPs, but do so based on informal, unwritten practices. \textit{Id}. Only two states, North Carolina and South Carolina have rejected SEPs. \textit{Id}.}

\footnote{96. \textit{See} David A. Dana, \textit{The Uncertain Merits Of Environmental Enforcement Reform: The Case Of Supplemental Environmental Projects}, 1998 \textit{Wis. L. Rev.} 1181, 1181-83; Kenneth T. Kristl, \textit{Making a Good Idea Even Better: Rethinking the Limits on Supplemental Environmental Projects}, 31 \textit{VT. L. REV.} 217 (2007); Lloyd, \textit{supra} note 95, at 413-4. \textit{Cf.} Bonorris et al., \textit{supra} note 95, at 221 (suggesting that SEPs’ potential value extends beyond providing environmental benefits in particular settlements to “hold[jing] the promise of a reinvented regulatory model, one of cooperative enforcement, rather than the procrustean standard of traditional top-down, ‘command and control’ regulation.”).}

\footnote{97. For favorable characterizations of SEPs, \textit{see}, e.g., Dana, \textit{supra} note 96, at 1205 (noting that several commentators and others have referred to SEPs as “win-win” opportunities); Laurie Droughton, Comment, \textit{Supplemental Environmental Projects: A Bargain for the Environment}, 12 \textit{PACE ENVTL. L. REV.} 789, 789 (1995) (referring to SEPs as a “bargain for the environment”); Kristl, \textit{supra} note 96, at 1 (characterizing a SEP as a “win-win” proposition because the plaintiff “achieves both prevention and restoration,” the defendant reduces its penalty, and the environment benefits); Lloyd, \textit{supra} note 93, at 413 (concluding that “[t]he use of citizen suit SEPs is widespread and largely successful.”). For expressions of concern about SEPs, \textit{see generally}, Michael Greve, \textit{The Private Enforcement of Environmental Law}, 65 \textit{TUL. L. REV.} 339 (1990); Dana, \textit{supra} note 96, at 1184, 1215, 1216 (suggesting that SEPs may lower the cost of violating the environmental laws and thereby result in undeterrence of such violations, and that, ultimately, SEPs are “an unattractive vehicle to promote environmental good works” and suggesting that there are alternative means available for the government to promote environmental good works that do not undermine deterrence objectives — namely, government grants to regulated entities for such projects).}

\footnote{98. Final SEPs Policy, \textit{supra} note 90, at 24803 (noting that “the enforcement context has two distinct advantages: First, firms can be motivated to innovate . . . through penalty reduction, improved relations with the Agency, and improved public relations. Second, since the firm has committed to implement the innovative project in its consent agreement with the Agency . . . there is a strong incentive to stick with the project even when technical difficulties arise. Enforcement thus creates a ‘window of opportunity’ in which options for technological change receive more serious consideration than usual.”). Defendants have other possible reasons for agreeing to SEPs as well. \textit{See}, e.g., Matthew D. Zinn, \textit{Policing Environmental Regulatory Enforcement: Cooperation, Capture, and Citizen Suits}, 21 \textit{STAN. ENVTL. L.J.} 81, 87 (2002) (noting that industry groups and regulators have supported SEPs on the grounds that they avoid or reduce litigation costs, foster fairness for regulated parties, and . . .).}
EPA has had considerable experience with SEPs. The Agency issued its Final SEPs Policy in 1998, but the Agency had been entering into SEPs for approximately twenty years prior to its issuance of the 1998 Policy. The Agency has continued to give SEPs substantial policy attention; it has issued at least 17 guidance memoranda on SEPs since 1998.

The Agency’s rhetoric has generally been quite supportive of SEPs. In its 1998 Final SEPs Policy, EPA announced that it “placed a high priority” on including SEPs in settlements. EPA has issued a series of post-1998 refinements to its SEPs Policy in order to “help promote the use of SEPs in enforcement settlements.” It has, for example, taken steps to simplify the process for approval of SEPs and to increase incentives for violators to agree to SEPs. In a 2002 Memorandum, the Agency stated that

“increase popular support.” They also may engender a greater degree of cooperation among regulators, regulated parties, and interested citizens.) Professor David Dana identifies a variety of reasons why regulators may be favorably disposed to SEPs. Dana, supra note 96, at 1200-1 (suggesting that regulators may generate political backing from local residents and that this increased local goodwill may produce more resources. Further, “[i]ncreased local goodwill may translate into purely psychic benefits for regulators. [R]egulators may experience psychic satisfaction in witnessing an environmental improvement that results directly from their efforts.” Regulators may find it beneficial to use SEPs as a learning opportunity or as a “testing ground” for future regulatory programs.). Dana also suggests that SEPs may be beneficial by engendering greater internalization of “the norms of good environmental citizenship” and therefore lead to increased compliance. For general reasons why defendants might opt to settle a case rather than litigate it, such as the cost of litigation and the risks inherent in litigation, see Robert D. Cooter and Daniel L. Rubinfeld, Economic Analysis of Legal Disputes and Their Resolution, 27 J. ECON. LIT. 27, pp. 1067-97 (1989) (providing survey results).

99. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90.

100. Id. For two recent, detailed historical reviews of EPA’s development and use of SEPs, see generally, Kristl, supra note 96; Lloyd, supra note 93. Citizens negotiate SEPs in settling enforcement cases as well. See, e.g., Lloyd, supra note 93, at 413 (noting that the “use of citizen suit SEPs is widespread and largely successful”); Greve, supra note 97.

101. EPA provides a list of its SEPs Policy and Guidance online, SEPs Policy and Guidance, http://cfpub.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/seps (last visited Aug. 18, 2007). They cover the availability of SEPs in a wide range of enforcement contexts (for example, settlements with municipalities of CWA enforcement cases, green buildings, retrofitting school buses, etc.). See also Memorandum from Phyllis Harris, Principal Deputy Asst. Adm’r, EPA OECA, to Reg’l Adm’rs, Clarification and Expansion of Environmental Compliance Audits under the Supplemental Environmental Projects Policy (Jan. 10, 2003), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/seps/sepauditclar-mem.pdf (advising that EPA is expanding the environmental compliance audit category of SEPs) and Kristl, supra note 96, at 17.

102. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24796.

103. Memorandum from John Peter Suarez, Asst. Adm’r, EPA OECA, to Asst. Adm’rs et al., Expanding the Use of Supplemental Environmental Projects 3 (June 11, 2003), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/seps/seps-expandinguse.pdf [hereinafter Suarez, Expanding Use].

104. Id. In addition, EPA has included a project ideas memorandum that it updates and sends out regularly; and it provides SEP information on the Enforcement and Compliance History Online system (www.epa.gov/echo). E-mail from Beth Cavalier, Special Litigation and Project Division, EPA OECA, to author (Feb. 28, 2007, 07:21:00 EST) (on file with the author).
“SEPs are an important part of the settlement process and are an appropriate means to further Agency enforcement goals and objectives. We encourage the Regions to continue to promote SEPs and look for opportunities to incorporate such projects into their settlements.”  

In light of the internal and external optimism about SEPs and support for them, EPA’s track record in negotiating SEPs might come as a bit of a surprise. The use of SEPs has not increased substantially, as one might expect from EPA’s rhetoric. Instead, as the Annual Results data above reflects, in EPA’s FY 2001, EPA estimated the value of the SEPs it entered into that year to be about $90 million, while over the past four years, the value of SEPs has declined to amounts in the range of $45-$65 million annually. Data that Professor Kenneth Kristl has compiled indicates that the number of SEPs has not increased in recent years either.

The rest of this Part reviews key features of SEPs. It concludes by identifying, and briefly exploring, several possible strategies for expanding use of SEPs beyond historic and current levels.

A. Definitions: What are SEPs?

As EPA explains, SEPs have a unique role in EPA’s enforcement tool box. They are intended to “obtain environmental and public health protection and improvements that may not otherwise
have occurred . . .” 110 In this way they complement EPA’s traditional injunctive authority to require violators to cease violations and remediate any harm the violations have caused. 111

EPA has established three threshold criteria for consideration of a project as a SEP. First, the project must be “environmentally beneficial.” EPA explains that “environmentally beneficial” means a “SEP must improve, protect, or reduce risks to public health, or the environment at large.” 112

Second, the violator must not be legally obligated to perform the project that it will undertake as a SEP. EPA notes that, for example, “if a court is likely to order a defendant to perform a specific activity in a particular case, such an activity does not qualify as a SEP.” 113

Third, the alleged violator must commit to perform the project as part of a settlement of an enforcement action. 114 SEPs are available only in the enforcement arena; they are not available as part of EPA’s regulatory process (for example, as permit conditions EPA includes in authorizing a facility to operate under one or more environmental laws) or through EPA’s exercise of its rulemaking authorities. Further, in the enforcement arena, EPA only pursues SEPs in settlements, not as relief in litigated cases. 115

B. Additional Requirements for and Features of SEPs

EPA has established additional requirements for approval of SEPs, directing that its staff use a four-step process in considering a possible SEP project, after ensuring that the project meets the definition of a SEP: 1) the project must satisfy all legal guidelines (including “nexus”); 2) it must fit within a designated category of SEPs; 3) EPA staff must determine the appropriate amount of penalty mitigation; and 4) EPA staff must ensure that a project satisfies various implementation and other criteria. 116 This sec-

110. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24796 (emphasis added).
111. Id.
112. Id. at 24798.
113. EPA notes that “[t]he statutes EPA administers generally provide a court with broad authority to order a defendant to cease its violations, take necessary steps to prevent future violations, and to remediate any harm caused by the violations.” Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24798 n.3. EPA continues: “[i]f a court is likely to order a defendant to perform a specific activity in a particular case, such an activity does not qualify as a SEP.” Id.
114. Id. at 24797 (noting that “[t]his is a settlement policy and thus is not intended for use by . . . courts. . . .”). Some commentators have suggested that courts retain the equitable discretion to require SEPs. Kristl, supra note 96, at 15.
115. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24797-98.
116. Id. at 24797.
tion briefly reviews each of these steps.\footnote{117}

1. Legal Guidelines\footnote{118}

SEPs raise at least two threshold legal questions: 1) whether EPA has the legal authority to negotiate commitments to perform environmentally beneficial work that it cannot require a defendant to undertake; and 2) whether EPA has the authority to reduce the size of a penalty in exchange for such a commitment?

The short answer is that for the past twenty-plus years, EPA has answered each of these questions in the affirmative, in its various SEPs policies and elsewhere. The Agency has consistently claimed that it has authority to negotiate commitments for work that it lacks legal power to impose or require; and, further, the Agency has the ability to offer reduced penalties in exchange for such commitments.\footnote{119}

The Agency has, however, established certain “legal guidelines” to bolster its legal position that SEPs are defensible, including requiring a “nexus” between a proposed project and the violations at issue.\footnote{120} In its 1998 SEPs Policy, EPA indicates that the requisite

\begin{footnote}
117. For more extensive treatment, see generally Lloyd, supra note 93; Kristl, supra note 96; Dana, supra note 96.

118. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24798-99.

119. EPA’s lawyers and others claim that EPA has the authority to enter into SEPs that commit alleged violators to take action that EPA could not order the violators to undertake because the SEPs are the result of negotiations and, as a result, they are projects the violator has entered into willingly. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 247897-98. I do not address the merits of this issue in this article. For legal analyses of EPA’s authority, see for example, Kristl, supra note 96, at 24-34; Dana, supra note 96, at 1182-1184 (suggesting that “[t]he only serious controversy regarding SEPs has concerned their statutory basis,” and summarizing some of the arguments pro and con); Lloyd, supra note 93, at 413-15 (concluding that “both the courts and Congress have accepted, if not actively encouraged, SEPs either by affirmative approvals or passive acceptance” and that EPA has “adopted SEPs as a major component of its own enforcement regime.”) (Professor Lloyd acknowledges that he is an attorney with Columbia’s law clinic, has brought several citizen suits that included SEPs, and is a strong advocate for SEPs); and Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at 198, 199 (“courts have upheld the legality of consent decrees that go beyond the express relief outlined in a statute, with the proviso that the decrees are consistent with the underlying purpose of the statute.”).

120. See e.g., Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103.

To ensure that the Agency’s enforcement discretion is used appropriately and in compliance with the U.S. Constitution and the MRA, all SEPs must satisfy several key elements. To be approved as a SEP, a project must: 1) Be related to or have a “nexus” to the underlying violation; 2) Provide significant environmental and public health benefits; 3) Benefit the community affected by the violation; and 4) Secure public health
relationship between a project and a violation may exist in any of three ways: 1) the project will reduce the likelihood that similar violations will occur in the future; 2) the project will reduce the adverse impact to public health or the environment to which the violation at issue contributes; or 3) the project will reduce the overall risk to public health or the environment potentially affected by the violation at issue.\footnote{121}

This broad definition of SEPs seemingly would include a significant number of projects that have the potential to improve the environment. For example, under the third type of nexus, a SEP project would seem to have adequate nexus if the project operates to protect or enhance a part of the environment if a violation poses a risk to that part of the environment, such as a particular ecosystem. There is some suggestion that EPA is prepared to define “nexus” even more broadly than that. EPA’s SEPs Policy continues that “[n]exus is easier to establish if the primary impact of the project is . . . in the same ecosystem or within the immediate geographic area.”\footnote{122} Implicit in this is that a SEP is approvable even

\footnotetext{121} Final SEPs Policy, \textit{supra} note 90, at 24798. The other four “legal guidelines” that EPA identifies in its Policy appear to limit the availability of SEPs in ways that might limit SEPs for ecosystem services in some contexts, but by no means all. Thus, a project cannot be “inconsistent with any provision of the underlying statute;” EPA cannot play a role in managing or controlling funds for the SEP or manage the SEP, but it can oversee it; the settlement agreement must provide sufficient detail concerning the project; and EPA cannot use a project to meet its statutory obligations or another agency’s obligations. \textit{Id.} at 24798. EPA’s Lowrence, 2002 SEPs Memo, \textit{supra} note 105, reiterates these elements of the Policy. The 2002 SEPs Memo also lists other restrictions:

7) A project may not provide EPA . . . with additional resources to perform a particular activity for which Congress has specifically appropriated funds.

8) A project may not provide additional resources to support specific activities performed by EPA employees or EPA contractors.

9) A project may not provide a federal grantee with additional funds to perform a specific task identified within an assistance agreement.

10) Projects that involve only contributions to a charitable or civic organization are not acceptable.

\textit{Id.} at 2.

\footnotetext{122} Final SEPs Policy, \textit{supra} note 90, at 24798.
if it may benefit other ecosystems or other geographic areas; presumably, in some cases, even if its primary impact is to do so.\footnote{123}

In sum, EPA's definition of "nexus" in its 1998 Policy appears to create the potential for a broad range of SEPs that could protect ecosystems and the services they provide.\footnote{124} A 2002 Memorandum from EPA's Director of Office of Regulatory Enforcement that focused on the "nexus" requirement indicates that "[i]n most cases, nexus is not difficult to establish."\footnote{125}

Further, as one commentator has noted, EPA's "consistent theme" in its post-1998 SEPs Policies has been to encourage Agency staff to expand their use of SEPs.\footnote{126} In a June 2003 memorandum, aptly entitled Expanding the Use of Supplemental Environmental Projects, for example, EPA's then head of enforcement urged agency staff to "consider every opportunity to increase our use of SEPs and include more environmentally significant SEPs whenever possible."\footnote{127} The memorandum indicates that during FY 2002, 10 percent of EPA's civil penalty settlements included a SEP, but urged that, while EPA "should be proud of these figures," "we have a tremendous opportunity to achieve greater benefits for the environment and communities affected by violations."\footnote{128} In a December 15, 2003 Guidance, EPA's enforcement head identified opportunities to expand the universe of potential SEPs. He indicated that EPA staff may, in certain circumstances, aggregate SEPs in multiple cases (e.g., EPA may allow regulated parties to pool re-

\footnote{123.  For example, EPA officials indicated that if a violation occurs in a tributary or stream of a larger river; the SEP may take place in a different part of the river to improve the overall quality of the river as a whole. E-mail from Beth Cavalier, supra note 104. On the other hand, in an October 2002 memorandum, EPA suggests that "geography alone does not create nexus. The mere fact that a SEP is beneficial to an area near a facility does not by itself satisfy the nexus requirement. Enforcement staff must be able to demonstrate how the project relates to the violations that are the subject of the enforcement action." Memorandum from Walker Smith, Dir., Office of Regulatory Enforcement, to Reg'l Counsel, Importance of the Nexus Requirement in the Supplemental Environmental Projects Policy 2 (Oct. 31, 2002), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/seps/sepnexus-mem.pdf [hereinafter Smith, Importance of the Nexus]. (ORE is now called the Office of Civil Enforcement.) Thus, while geography does not appear to be necessary in all cases to establish nexus, it is also not necessarily sufficient to do so. Kristl, supra note 96.}

\footnote{124.  See Dana, supra note 96, at 1186 (noting that the SEPs policy defines nexus broadly).}

\footnote{125.  Smith, Importance of the Nexus, supra note 123, at 1. Also see infra notes 168-179 and accompanying text.}

\footnote{126.  Kristl, supra note 96, at 18.}

\footnote{127.  Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103, at 1; see also Memorandum from John Peter Suarez, Asst. Adm'r, EPA OECA, to Reg'l Counsels et al., Guidance Concerning the Use of Third Parties in the Performance of Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs) and the Aggregation of SEP Funds (Dec. 15, 2003), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/seps/seps-thirdparties.pdf [hereinafter Suarez, 2003 Guidance].}

\footnote{128.  Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103, at 1; see also Suarez, 2003 Guidance, supra note 127 (to the same effect).}
sources to implement a consolidated SEP), noting that aggregation “could provide increased leverage and allow for projects with a greater environmental or public health benefit. . . .”129 Similarly, he indicated that in some circumstances EPA staff may negotiate “complementary, segregable SEPs” with defendants in different cases that are, for example, interested in performing “discrete and segregable tasks within a larger project.”130 Such projects “can result in a significant environmental or public health benefit that might otherwise be unavailable.”131

Specific categories of projects EPA has identified as suitable for SEPs reinforce the message embodied in the rhetoric summarized in this section, notably that EPA’s approach to SEPs appear to make them well-suited for ecosystems protection-related projects.

2. Specific Categories of Projects

EPA lists seven specific categories of projects that may qualify as SEPs. This list provides strong evidence that EPA is prepared to approve SEPs that have significant potential to protect ecosystems and the services they provide.132 For example, EPA’s fourth category of permissible SEPs, entitled “Environmental Restoration and Protection,” refers explicitly to projects “which enhance[ ] the condition of the ecosystem or immediate geographic area adversely affected.”133 The Agency continues: “These projects may be used to restore or protect natural environments (such as ecosystems). . . . This category also includes any project which protects the ecosystem from actual or potential damage resulting from the violation or improves the overall condition of the ecosystem.”134 EPA lists “[restoration of] a wetland in the same ecosystem . . . in which the

130. Id.
131. Id. On the other hand, then Enforcement head Suarez indicates that EPA’s OGC vetoed the idea of aggregating SEP funds because of concerns that doing so would raise questions under the MRA. “A cash payment, such as a payment . . . to a SEP ‘bank,’ where there is no further responsibility for the defendant . . . to ensure that a specific project is completed, is prohibited because it could easily be construed as a diversion from the Treasury of penalties due and owing the government.” Id. at 3. Suarez indicates that defendants may hire third parties to assist with SEPs, so long as the defendant retains full responsibility for the SEP. A defendant may not negotiate a SEP that involves making a cash payment to a third party to conduct the SEP without the defendant’s retaining full responsibility. Id. at 4.
133. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24799.
134. Id.
facility is located” as one such project. The Agency also lists as a permissible project the “purchase and management of a watershed area by the defendant/respondent to protect a drinking water supply where the violation (e.g., a reporting violation) did not directly damage the watershed but potentially could lead to damage due to unreported discharges.” EPA’s 1998 SEPs Policy also provides that projects that have “environmental merit” may qualify as a SEP even if the projects do not fit within one of the seven specified categories, with the approval of EPA’s enforcement office.

A January 5, 2004 EPA Memorandum, Recommended Ideas for Supplemental Environmental Projects, includes an updated list of potential SEPs projects that EPA indicates it will support (any of these projects must still meet all conditions of the SEPs Policy if proposed for inclusion in a particular settlement). Several of the types of projects EPA lists in this Memorandum similarly reflect EPA’s policy position that SEPs may encompass protection and restoration of ecosystems and ecosystem services:

- Implement projects that create, restore and/or preserve threatened aquatic resources, including wetlands. Mechanisms to accomplish this goal can include:
  - Aquatic resource restoration project
  - Land trust projects to preserve aquatic resources threatened with degradation or destruction by unregulated activities.
  - Purchasing and retiring credits from mitigation

---

135. Id.
136. Id.; see also, BEYOND COMPLIANCE, supra note 132, at 5 (noting that “[f]or example, by purchasing land or developing conservation programs for the land, a company could protect a natural habitat for wildlife or a source of drinking water. Beyond preservation, such a SEP might involve restoring natural areas that are vital to long-term protection of the environment or public health.”). Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24799; Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at 204 and n.149;
137. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24,796-801.
138. Memorandum from John Peter Suarez, Asst. Adm’r, EPA OECA, to Asst. Adm’rs et al., Recommended Ideas for Supplemental Environmental Projects (January 5, 2004) (on file with the author) [hereinafter Suarez, Recommended Ideas for SEPs]. EPA also has developed a more recent document entitled “Project Ideas for Potential Supplemental Environmental Projects” (updated July 2006), available at http://www.epa.gov/Compliance/resources/policies/civil/seps/potentialproject-seps0607.pdf. The latter document is a list of possible SEPs that NGOs and government agencies have submitted. EPA includes a disclaimer at the outset that “[i]nclusion of a project [on the list] does not constitute or imply [EPA’s] endorsement. . . .” Id. EPA also has encouraged its Regional offices to consider development of SEP libraries. U.S. Envtl. Protect. Agency, Interim Guidance for Community Involvement in Supplemental Environmental Projects, 68 Fed. Reg. 55884, 55885 (June 17, 2003) [hereinafter EPA, Community Involvement Guidance].
banks approved by EPA and the Corps. 139

Some of EPA’s program-specific policies identify possible SEPs projects as well. EPA’s Section 404 Penalty Policy, for example, offers the following regarding SEPs:

SEPs are particularly encouraged in the Section 404 program if the SEP results in protection of a wetland resource or other special aquatic site. For example, purchase and dedicated use of buffer land around a wetland helps ensure the survival of wetland resources, and is an appropriate and valuable SEP, as is upland land acquisition lying in wetland mosaics. In addition, deeding over wetlands in perpetuity for the purpose of conservation promotes program interests and the goals of the Clean Water Act. 140

In short, EPA’s SEPs policies, and some of its program-specific enforcement policies, define permissible (and desirable) SEPs in a way that encompasses projects that will protect, enhance, and restore ecosystems. 141 In at least some circumstances, these projects may focus on ecosystems other than the one that a violator has harmed. In this way, SEPs would seem to have the potential to serve as a helpful compliment to EPA’s traditional injunctive relief authority in protecting and restoring ecosystems and the services they provide.

3. SEPs’ Penalty Mitigation Potential

The discussion in the preceding two sections highlights the potential value of SEPs as a “beyond compliance” tool that EPA potentially can use to require protection and restoration of ecosystems. A violator may, however, need to spend considerable funds to negotiate a SEP with EPA, to develop and implement the SEP, and to monitor and document its effectiveness. Further, a violator

---

139. Suarez, Recommended Ideas for SEPs, supra note 138.

140. Memorandum from Sylvia Lowrance, Acting Asst. Adm’r, EPA OECA, to Waters Prot./Mgmt. Div. of Dir. et al., Issuance of Revised CWA Section 404 Settlement Penalty Policy 20 (Dec. 21, 2001), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/cwa/404pen.pdf. EPA’s 404 Policy continues that “restoration of any area of the violation, or any mitigation in the form of injunctive relief to remedy such violations (including mitigation for the temporal loss of wetlands functions and values), does not constitute a SEP.” Id. at 20.

141. As indicated above, EPA’s SEPs policies identify a wide variety of projects that may qualify as SEPs. The 1998 Policy includes as a catchall category “other types of projects” that have environmental merit. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24800.
may take on new sanctionable commitments in agreeing to perform a SEP. The obvious question is, why would an alleged violator agree to perform such “beyond compliance” work and accept the additional attendant liability risks.\textsuperscript{142} This is work the violator is not obligated to do, money it is not obligated to spend, and risks of punishment it is not required to accept.

The intuitive short answer is that EPA’s substantial penalty authority gives it significant leverage to negotiate SEPs, since EPA has indicated its willingness to reduce a penalty for a SEP. EPA indicates in the 1998 SEPs Policy that

Evidence of a violator’s commitment and ability to perform a SEP is also a relevant factor for EPA to consider in establishing an appropriate settlement penalty. All else being equal, the final settlement penalty will be lower for a violator who agrees to perform an acceptable SEP compared to the violator who does not agree to perform a SEP.\textsuperscript{143}

The 1998 SEPs Policy spells out the extent to which EPA is prepared to reduce a payable penalty in exchange for a commitment to perform a SEP. Ordinarily, a penalty would be the sum of the economic benefit and gravity — in EPA’s words, “this sum is the minimum amount that would be necessary to settle the case without a SEP.”\textsuperscript{144} The SEPs Policy provides that “in settlements in which the defendant/respondent committed to conduct a SEP, the final settlement penalty must equal or exceed either: a) The economic benefit of noncompliance plus 10 percent of the gravity component; or b) 25 percent of the gravity component only; whichever is greater.”\textsuperscript{145} Thus, the SEPs Policy anticipates that EPA staff may mitigate up to 90% of the gravity component of a penalty in some cases, in exchange for a regulated party’s commitment to perform a SEP. This is likely to be attractive to a violator, at least in cases in which the gravity component of a penalty is substantial.

Two examples make this clear. Assume a situation in which EPA would seek a penalty of $500,000, based on the Agency’s calculation of a $400,000 economic benefit and a $100,000 gravity component. In this case, a violator would still have to pay a pen-

\textsuperscript{142} Another question involves the scope of EPA’s authority to encourage and agree to “beyond compliance” projects as a factor EPA will consider when determining an appropriate penalty.

\textsuperscript{143} Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24797. See supra note 98 for other reasons why a regulated party might be interested in performing a SEP.

\textsuperscript{144} Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24801.

\textsuperscript{145} Id.
alty of $410,000, even if it committed to do a SEP.\textsuperscript{146} Next assume a situation in which the figures are reversed: the economic benefit is $100,000 and the gravity is $400,000. Here, a violator conceivably could have its penalty reduced to $140,000.\textsuperscript{147} In the latter case, a violator has the ability to significantly reduce its penalty by performing a SEP; SEPs in such cases are likely to hold particular interest.

The SEPs Policy includes a number of other details relevant to deciding how much a SEP should reduce a payable penalty. For example, EPA considers the “quality of the SEP” to determine what percentage of the SEP cost should be applied as mitigation against the amount EPA would settle for, but for the SEP.\textsuperscript{148} EPA lists six factors to consider in evaluating the quality of SEPs. Two are particularly relevant to ecosystem services. Indeed, in its description of each factor EPA specifically refers to protection and restoration of ecosystems as reasons to provide maximum penalty reduction in exchange for a regulated party’s implementation of a project. First, EPA considers “benefits to the public or environment at large.”\textsuperscript{149} EPA notes that SEPs will “perform well” on this factor “to the extent they result in significant and . . . measurable progress in protecting and restoring ecosystems (including wetlands and endangered species habitats).”\textsuperscript{150} Second, EPA considers “innovativeness.”\textsuperscript{151} It elaborates on this factor as follows:

SEPs which perform well on this factor will further the development, implementation, or dissemination of innovative processes, technologies, or methods which more effectively: reduce the generation, release or disposal of pollutants; conserve natural resources; restore and protect ecosystems; protect endangered species; or promote compliance.\textsuperscript{152}

\textsuperscript{146} The violator would have to pay the entire economic benefit of $400,000, plus ten percent of the gravity component of $100,000, for a total of $410,000.

\textsuperscript{147} The violator would have to pay the entire economic benefit of $100,000, plus ten percent of the gravity component of $400,000, for a total of $140,000.

\textsuperscript{148} Final SEPs Policy, \textit{supra} note 90, at 24802. The Policy defines the “SEP cost” to be the “net present after-tax cost of the SEP.” The notion of “SEP cost” has been the subject of considerable debate. \textit{See e.g.,} Kristl, \textit{supra} note 96; Dana, \textit{supra} note 96.

\textsuperscript{149} Final SEPs Policy, \textit{supra} note 90, at 24802.

\textsuperscript{150} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{151} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{152} \textit{Id.} The other four factors that EPA considers in assessing the quality of the SEP and therefore the mitigation percentage the violator should receive, are environmental justice, community input, multimedia impacts, and pollution prevention. \textit{Id.} SEPs projects that are of high quality because of the factors discussed in the text presumably will fare even better if any of these other factors exists also.
EPA indicates that the “better the performance of the SEP under each of these factors, the higher the appropriate mitigation percentage.”

A second key feature of SEPs’ impact on penalty amounts is that, with limited exceptions, the mitigation percentage may not exceed eighty percent of the SEP cost. Some commentators have criticized this limitation on the ground that it makes rational violators less likely to agree to perform SEPs. Even with this limitation, however, the possibility exists for significant penalty reduction in exchange for a SEP in some circumstances.

The bottom line in terms of SEPs’ potential for penalty mitigation is that, particularly for substantial penalties that include a significant gravity component, EPA has significant leverage to encourage a regulated party to perform a SEP by offering in exchange a sizeable reduction in that component of the penalty.

4. Additional Implementation and Other Criteria

The SEPs Policy identifies several other key features for acceptable SEPs projects. Two features are likely to be especially useful in terms of SEPs’ potential value as learning experiments. As indicated above, there is a lot to learn about ecosystems and the services they provide, and about the efficacy of different approaches in restoring or protecting such ecosystems and services. The Policy encourages efforts to fill this gap. Further, it creates an expectation that defendants will bear the cost of such efforts. The Policy provides that “[t]o the extent feasible, defendant/respondents should be required to quantify the benefits associated with the project and provide EPA with a report setting forth how the benefits were measured or estimated.” This feature of a SEPs project gives EPA the ability to encourage a violator to esti-

---

153. Id.


155. See e.g., Kristl, supra note 96, at 42 (suggesting that EPA could increase violators’ incentives to do SEPs by increasing the extent to which the Agency is prepared to forgive a penalty in exchange for such a project, and recommending that EPA increase its mitigation percentage to one hundred percent of a SEP’s cost). Edward Lloyd has concluded that EPA’s approach to penalty mitigation is a “rational” one. See Lloyd, supra note 93, at 437.

156. EPA encourages its staff to “consider giving more credit to a defendant who agrees to implement a SEP where there has been a commitment to include affected communities into the SEP selection.” EPA, Community Involvement Guidance, supra note 138, at 35887.

157. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24803.
mate the benefits the project produces in terms of ecosystems services. To the extent that EPA is able to pursue such analyses in numerous settings throughout the country, involving a wide range of ecosystems and services, this experience is likely to advance learning about the value added from different types of projects in terms of their impacts on the services that ecosystems provide and the value of such services.

Similarly, the Policy requires violators to submit a final report to EPA that documents completion of the SEP and SEP expenditures.158 Thus, in addition to fostering learning about benefits to ecosystems and the services they provide from different types of projects, SEPs have the potential to foster learning about the costs of such projects. This type of information, too, is likely to be helpful to EPA and others interested in exploring options for protecting, enhancing, and/or restoring ecosystems and the services they provide.

In sum, EPA’s SEPs policy reflects EPA’s view that it may negotiate enforcement settlements that commit violators to implement projects that protect, enhance, and restore ecosystems and the services they provide. Such projects logically may include projects that: 1) help to diagnose the extent of ecosystem and ecosystem services degradation; 2) identify and implement strategies to protect and/or improve the ecosystem and its services; and 3) monitor the effectiveness of the work done. The fact that EPA can negotiate to have violators bear the responsibility and cost for undertaking this work adds to the potential value of SEPs as a tool to advance understanding and protection of ecosystems and their services in a world of limited government resources.159

158. Id.

159. Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at 204 (making the same point with respect to state SEP programs, noting that “because regulators often lack resources to pursue cutting edge environmentally beneficial projects, state SEP programs provide a laboratory for innovation”). While EPA settlements must be implemented by defendants, Final SEPs Policy at 24,797-98, citizen-negotiated SEPs “are more often carried out by third parties, i.e., entities that are not parties to the litigation.” Lloyd, supra note 93, at 433. Prof. Lloyd includes several examples of what he characterizes as successful use of SEPs in citizen suit settlements. Lloyd, supra note 93, at 444-448 (for example, a settlement with the City of New York for CWA violations that its sewage treatment plants committed, which led to creation of a $4 million Long Island Sound and Jamaica Bay Dissolved Oxygen Fund, which is available to support land acquisition projects, habitat restoration, and water quality improvement projects or for studies benefiting Jamaica Bay or Long Island; and creation of the Quinnipiac River Fund, as part of the settlement of a case that NRDC and the Connecticut Fund for the Environment brought against Upjohn. Upjohn agreed to make payments totaling $1,800,000 and the settlement provided that the money would be used to improve the environmental quality of the Quinnipiac River and New Haven Harbor, the watersheds of these waterbodies, and otherwise to benefit the environment of these resources. The illustrative, but not exclusive, listing of acceptable environmental projects provided in the settlement reads as follows: 1. studying the ecology of those waterbodies; 2. studying pollution of those...
C. Challenges and Possible Opportunities

The preceding discussion is intended to suggest that SEPs have substantial promise as an enforcement tool to protect ecosystems and the services they provide, and that those interested in advancing such protection would be well-served by learning more about this tool and exploring its greater use.\(^\text{160}\)

The intriguing question about SEPs with which I end this section is whether there are ways to enhance the value of SEPs for this purpose — are there steps EPA can take, for example, that are likely to increase the number of SEPs that protect ecosystems and the services they provide, or that increase the value such SEPs provide. As noted above, the Annual Results data reflects that, despite EPA’s rhetorical support for SEPs, the track record over the past five years reflects stable (at best) use of SEPs since 2001, rather than increasing use.\(^\text{161}\) EPA’s own high-ranking enforcement officials have touted the promise of SEPs to move well beyond this level.\(^\text{162}\)

There are some likely inherent limits in the use of SEPs. These include the additional transaction costs that regulated parties and the Agency each need to invest to negotiate a SEP. In some cases these are undoubtedly significant. Thus, unless the potential penalty is significant, it may not be worth the transaction costs to pursue a SEP. Further, there are likely cases in which the regulated parties desire finality by concluding an enforcement matter, rather than agreeing to continuing obligations.\(^\text{163}\)

\(^{160}\) Again, I am not suggesting that SEPs are necessarily the most desirable way to advance such goals (see, for example, Dana, supra note 96), or that their use does not raise concerns. See e.g., Greve, supra note 97.

\(^{161}\) In his recent article, Kenneth Kristl claims to have made the first effort to analyze SEPs data from 1992-2005, and concludes that less than thirteen percent of settlements annually in cases involving penalties during this period included SEPs, and that this percentage has been “steadily declining” since the mid-1990s. Kristl, supra note 96, at 2. Kristl’s data, which provide numbers of SEPs finalized rather than dollar value of SEPs negotiated, appear to show a highwater mark of 348 SEPs finalized in 1995. Beginning in 1998, the SEP numbers he reports are: 1) 1998: 221; 2) 1999: 197; 3) 2000: 193; 4) 2001: 164; 5) 2002: 157; 6) 2003: 150; 7) 2004: 213; and 8) 2005: 207. Kristl, supra note 96, at 22-23. For a review of Kristl’s methodology, see Kristl, supra note 96. EPA itself has suggested that there is a “tremendous opportunity” to increase negotiation of SEPs. Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103, at 1. Because SEPs are limited to enforcement settlements, it is important to consider the numbers of SEPs negotiated in the context of the number of settlements finalized each year.

\(^{162}\) Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103.

\(^{163}\) Telephone Interview with Beth Cavalier and Melissa Raack, EPA SEPs Coordinators, in Washington, D.C. (July 10, 2006). EPA’s 1998 SEPs Policy indicates that EPA will hold a violator liable for not completing a SEP satisfactorily and may impose additional
Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to explore whether there are strategies that might operate to increase the use of SEPs given their apparent promise. I offer below four possible approaches to increase the use of SEPs, assuming this is the policy direction of choice. None of these is intended to be a panacea — challenges will remain, and there are policy reasons not to pursue some of these approaches, in addition to reasons to consider them.

1. **Revamping the process for proposing and approving SEPs, and the substantive criteria for doing so.** One obvious place to look for possible opportunities for EPA to improve upon its SEPs performance is at the processes the agency uses to review and approve SEPs, and at the substantive criteria it applies in doing so. The current process does not appear seamless, in a number of respects.

   One question is whether there are steps EPA can take that would streamline or expedite the process for identifying SEPs and then reaching agreement with a regulated party on an appropriate SEP for a particular case. EPA’s policies place EPA staff in a reactive position with respect to SEPs. EPA may react to a regulated party’s proposal to include a particular SEP in an enforcement settlement, but EPA staff may not propose a SEP themselves. This approach would seem to create the potential for a “we’ll know it when we see it” scenario, a structure unlikely to inspire violators to pursue creative possibilities for SEPs.

   EPA reports that it has made progress in educating regulated parties about the likely parameters for acceptable SEPs, through creation of libraries of SEPs projects and other steps. Close review is needed, however, penalties if this occurs. Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24802. Further, a violator may not transfer this liability to the contractor or consultant that it retains to help it to implement a SEP, if it does so. Id. Interestingly, the Final SEPs Policy also provides that a violator should pay stipulated damages if it completes the SEP for less money than estimated. Specifically, if the SEP costs less than ninety percent of the estimated cost, the violator must pay between ten and twenty-five percent of the original mitigation awarded percent. Id. at 24,803.

   164. EPA currently expects a violator to propose a particular SEP, rather than do so itself. Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at 213; Kristl, supra note 96, at 40; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Interim Revised EPA Supplemental Environmental Projects Policy, 60 Fed. Reg. 24858 (May 10, 1995). Some states follow this approach while others do not. Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at n.209 & 210. EPA officials informed me that EPA may provide suggestions for a SEP if a violator asks. In addition, as noted above, EPA’s website includes a list of potential projects, and EPA staff often direct alleged violators to that website. EPA may also encourage an alleged violator to reach out to community groups, who may have ideas for projects that could be considered as a SEP. E-mail from Beth Cavalier, supra note 104.

   165. Separation of powers concerns have motivated some governments to follow this approach. The concern is that the administrator otherwise might implement “her own programmatic agenda under the guise of environmental enforcement.” See Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at 213.

   166. See e.g., EPA, Community Involvement Guidance, supra note 138, at 35,887; Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at 213, 214 (regarding state initiatives of this sort and identifying
of the effectiveness of these initial steps, and of the opportunity to improve upon these actions by doing more to inform regulated parties of the types of SEPs that would be acceptable in particular instances. Further, it would be worthwhile to explore the extent to which putting EPA staff in a reactive position, rather than allowing them to identify SEPs they believe would be particularly useful, dampens EPA staffs', and regulated parties', enthusiasm for SEPs. 167

A second issue, which concerns both process and substance, involves the extent to which EPA Headquarters has sent its staff a "mixed message" in terms of the enthusiasm they should have in pursuing SEPs. Perhaps somewhat paradoxically, in addition to its expressions of encouragement to Regional staff to pursue SEPs, EPA Headquarters also has issued a variety of memoranda that would seem to have the opposite effect. In particular, EPA has sent out what Regional staff would likely consider to be mixed signals by: 1) cautioning Regional staff that they should consult with Headquarters personnel before approving a SEP if there is any question concerning nexus; and 2) warning staff that they face dismissal and sanctions if they approve a SEP inappropriately. 168

The practical consequence of this direction, given the apparent considerable confusion that exists about the definition of nexus, 169

Delaware, Maine, and Illinois as having created SEP libraries); Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103, at 1 (discussing the "piloting [of] a SEP library which will serve as a clearinghouse for possible SEPs.").

167. There are procedural justice as well as distributive justice issues associated with the identification, review, and approval of SEPs, and one question is whether the current process is structured appropriately in terms of each of these sets of issues. See David L. Markell, Understanding Citizen Perspective on Government Decision Making Processes as a Way to Improve the Administrative State, 36 ENVTL. L. 651 (2006) for a review of procedural and distributive justice.

168. Smith, Importance of the Nexus, supra note 123, at 2 (citing 31 U.S.C. § 3302(d)). The opening sentence provides that "[t]he purpose of this memo is to emphasize the importance of nexus in evaluating proposed [SEPs]" and it indicates that nexus is importance to "avoid[] problems related to the Miscellaneous Receipts Act (MRA)." Id. at 1. EPA indicates that the MRA requires that an EPA "official that receives money for the Government from any source shall deposit the money in the Treasury . . . ." Id. at 2 (citing 31 U.S.C. § 3302(b)). The memorandum also notes that penalties for violating the MRA include removal from office and personal liability for the amount of money misappropriated. Id. (citing 31 U.S.C. § 3302(d)). Professor Kristl takes the position that "elimination or substantial relaxation of the nexus requirement would create significant opportunities for increasing SEP utilization." Kristl, supra note 96, at 3. In Kristl’s view, the EPA/DOJ fixation on nexus as a way to minimize EPA’s problematic legal authority to negotiate SEPs is misplaced; he argues that the “nexus requirement” is “not legally justified.” Id. at 3, 24.

169. EPA Headquarters noted in memos in 2002 and 2003 that there was considerable confusion about the definition of nexus. In a 2003 memo EPA indicated that several Regional and Headquarters offices raised questions about the complexity of the existing SEP Policy. Specifically, we heard a number of questions concerning how to define an appropriate nexus in certain situations, and whether or not nexus can be waived in particular cir-
is that Regional staff are likely to favor consultations in a substantial number of cases where SEPs might be in play.

EPA includes a list of “action items” in its June 2003 SEPs Guidance that identify steps the Agency committed to take to effect improvements in the SEPs policy. The Agency, while reaffirming that nexus is “important to ensure compliance with the MRA and . . . cannot be waived,” also indicated that EPA believed that “there may be ways to simplify nexus, and still ensure that there remains a connection between the underlying violation and the SEP.”

While the Agency indicated in 2003 that it was “launching an effort to simplify the SEP Policy,” in a recent article Professor Kenneth Kristl refers to EPA’s current guidance on nexus as “a kind of ‘we know it when we see it’ platitude.” He indicates that, while “as of 2003, the agency knew that the nexus issue continued to create internal issues and that further clarification was necessary—though so far it has not issued such a clarification.” Professor Kristl continues: “In lieu of providing guidance on how to deal with such circumstances [when nexus is not clear], the memorandum in effect takes the decision out of the hands of enforcement personnel and puts it squarely within USEPA headquarters.”

Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103, at 3. A 2002 EPA Memorandum similarly reflected EPA Headquarters’ awareness that the nexus requirement was a source of confusion for staff with the front lines capacity to negotiate SEPs, noting that Headquarters “continues to receive many inquiries from enforcement staff regarding nexus in reviewing proposed SEPs.” Smith, Importance of the Nexus, supra note 123, at 1.

170. Id. at 3.
171. Suarez, Expanding Use, supra note 103, at 2.
172. Kristl, supra note 96, at 240.
173. Id. at 245.
174. Id. at 241. I reviewed the entire list of SEPs Memoranda, Policies, and Guidance to try to determine the approval process EPA uses. The only documents that I found that are relevant are the April 1998 Final SEPs Policy itself, and a July 21, 1998 Memorandum from Eric Schaeffer, then Director of EPA’s Office of Regulatory Enforcement, entitled Revised Approval Procedures for Supplemental Environmental Projects (July 21, 1998). The July 21, 1998 memorandum indicates that SEPs that do not meet all of the legal guidelines “may require Assistant Administrator approval” and will require a legal analysis from the relevant staff explaining why the project is within EPA’s legal authority. Further, all projects that “may not fully comply” with the SEPs Policy “must be approved” by the OECA Assistant Administrator. For “other” projects, the appropriate OECA official has approval authority, with consultation by the Special Litigation and Projects Division, unless otherwise delegated. Otherwise, per the April 1998 Policy, “the authority of a government official to approve a SEP is included in the official’s authority to settle an enforcement case and thus, subject to the exceptions set forth here, no special approvals are required.” April 1998 Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 20 (section J). EPA officials advised me that the majority of SEPs do not need Headquarters approval. They indicated that only two categories of SEPs need approval from the media-specific enforcement division director in Headquarters: Compliance Promotion SEPs and Other SEPs and this is usually done quickly, and is not a burdensome process. In addition, a settlement may need approval from the AA for OECA if
His pessimistic conclusion is that EPA’s more recent memoranda on SEPs “likely result[ ] in eliminating nexus as a useful policy concept that can guide Agency staff or defendants seeking to conduct SEPs because it is difficult to tell just what is needed to satisfy the nexus requirement.”

Headquarters’ cautionary notes to the Regions about SEPs seem to be worth investigating further for their possible impact on regional interest in negotiating SEPs. These memos raise a conventional “efficacy of delegation” issue. Part of the answer to this question lies in the empirical data, which has not been compiled to my knowledge — questions concerning the number of cases in which the Regions have negotiated SEPs without Headquarters input compared to the number of cases in which the Regions sought such input; the level of effort required to solicit and obtain Headquarters “sign-off” on SEPs projects (e.g., the number of people to be contacted and the number of approvals required, the level of effort needed to initiate and complete such contacts, the amount and length of time it took to pursue this consultation process, etc.); and the results of consultations with Headquarters (e.g., the number of cases in which SEPs were ultimately negotiated, the number of situations in which SEPs were significantly modified, the number of cases in which SEPs fell through, etc.). Intuitively, it would seem that the greater the transaction costs associated with obtaining “sign-off” or pursuing other consultations, and the less likely the consultations are to pay dividends, the less likely a regional official would be to bother. Thus, it seemingly would be worthwhile to try to assess the costs these signals engendered and, if the costs appear to be significant, it would seem to be worthwhile to consider alternative delegation structures that might yield a more effective balancing of concerns about possible Regional missteps with the desire to encourage the Regions to pursue SEPs.

Professor Kristl’s conclusion appears to be that, conceptually, it is logical to assume that EPA’s cautionary notes have led EPA officials to play it safe and not be overly ambitious in pursuing possible SEPs:

Without clear guidance on what nexus really is, Agency personnel and defendants are likely to ‘play it safe’ and choose projects that have been approved

---

the minimum penalty requirement is not met; again, this is not usually a lengthy process. E-mail from Beth Cavalier, supra note 104.

175. Kristl, supra note 96, at 19 (referring to Smith, Importance of the Nexus, supra note 123).

176. See Markell, Slack, supra note 26, at 21.
before or simply avoid SEPs altogether instead of exploring new ways of utilizing SEPs that might in fact be at the outer limits of nexus. 177

His further view is that the empirical data on SEPs support this perspective. These data show a “steady decline” in the actual number of SEPs and in “annual SEP utilization rates” after 1995, which is when EPA issued an earlier version of its SEPs Policy that included an “emphasis on nexus and lowered the mitigation percentage ceiling from 100% to 80%.” 178 He contends that these data “strongly suggest that a link between these policy changes and the SEP utilization declines is more than simply coincidental.” 179

EPA officials from whom I sought input offered a different perspective:

It is not accurate to look at the numbers of SEPs without also considering the number of enforcement cases concluded each year, as SEPs cannot occur in the absence of an enforcement action. The number of enforcement actions concluded each year varies. The percentage of settlements each year that include a SEP has remained constant at approximately 9-10% over the past several years. The data does not support the conclusion that there has been a decline in the inclusion of SEPs in settlements. 180

In either case—a decline in SEPs as Kristl suggests, or a relatively stable level of use, as EPA contends—the type of data-gathering effort I suggest above might yield insights about why SEPs use has not increased, despite Headquarters encouragement

177. Kristl, supra note 96, at 19.
178. Id. at 23-24.
179. Id. at 24. Kristl suggests that relaxing or eliminating nexus requirements would enable EPA to approve a wider variety of SEP projects. He suggests that the nexus requirement creates limits on aggregation of SEPs based on factors such as geography and time that, if relaxed, would create a “more hospitable environment for SEPs and the benefits they can produce.” Id. at 36. The Hastings Report, in contrast, concluded that legal doctrine supports a nexus requirement and recommends that states include a variant of nexus in their policies. Bonorris et al., supra note 95, at 188. The Hastings Report also indicates that: “Most state environmental protection agencies find themselves in the same position as EPA, fashioning settlements not expressly authorized by their legislatures. PLRI has uncovered no state court case finding that a state environmental agency overstepped its statutory authority in implementing SEPs.” Id. at 195. The Hastings Report also indicates that “PLRI research indicates that no court has ever invalidated an EPA-approved settlement with a SEP.” Id. at 196.
180. E-mail from Beth Cavalier, supra note 104.
to negotiate SEPs and outsider predictions that such increases were likely to occur.

One fix to at least some of these issues that would likely increase SEPs use significantly would be for Congress specifically to empower EPA to negotiate SEPs. EPA has developed many of the administrative constraints it has created for SEPs because of concerns about the agency’s legal authority to pursue SEPs.\footnote{Kristl, supra note 96, at 25-26.} Clear Congressional endorsement for SEPs would alleviate these concerns and, depending on Congress’s direction, might be a significant inducement for more aggressive agency pursuit of such projects.\footnote{Commentators have suggested that only the CAA specifically provides for SEPs. Kristl, supra note 96, at 25 (citing 42 U.S.C. § 7604(g)(2) which allows a court to order that civil penalties be used in beneficial mitigation projects rather than be deposited in the U.S. Treasury). See also Nicholas Targ et al., The Possibility of SEP Legislation and Lessons from the Fifty States, TRENDS (ABA-SEER), July/August 2007, at 4.}

2. \textit{Revising the incentives for regulated parties to agree to conduct SEPs.} One way to increase regulated parties’ incentives to pursue SEPs is for EPA to increase the financial benefit violators reap by doing so. One possibility in this arena is for EPA to reduce penalties by one hundred percent of the cost of the SEP project, rather than limit the reduction to eighty percent of the project’s cost, as is currently the case.\footnote{EPA considers the after-tax cost of the SEP in order to prevent a violator from benefiting twice. As a result, the defendant should not get economic value for doing a SEP that should raise the value of a SEP dollar. Kristl, supra note 96, at 37. See also, Final SEPs Policy, supra note 90, at 24801. Other possible reasons to discount SEP dollars include: 1) the possibility that a violator reaps a public relations benefit from a SEP; and 2) SEPs have less deterrent effect than penalties. Kristl, supra note 96, at 37-38.} In other words, rather than give a violator at most a $0.80 reduction in penalty for a $1.00 SEP, EPA should give the violator a full $1.00 reduction. Professor Kristl, urging such a change in his recent article, criticizes the “clear ‘second rate’ status that dollars spent on SEPs suffer” under EPA’s SEP policies.\footnote{Kristl, supra note 96, at 36.} He argues that this eighty percent limitation in mitigation is “neither legally nor economically justified,” and that “allowing dollar-for-dollar penalty reductions would create significant opportunities for increasing SEP utilization.”\footnote{Id. at 3-4.} Kristl contends that raising the mitigation percentage to one hundred percent (and abolishing nexus, as discussed above) are “simple, legally justifiable steps that will unshackle SEPs and allow the maximum environmental benefits possible.”\footnote{Id. at 4. As Kristl indicates, EPA’s 1991 SEP Policy allowed a penalty reduction as high as one hundred percent of a SEP’s value. Id.} To date, EPA has concluded...
that such a change may increase concerns about the MRA.\textsuperscript{187} Unless the government revisits this issue and reaches a different conclusion, a legislative fix might be needed to effect this change in approach.

3. Revising EPA’s measures for evaluating enforcement performance to create greater incentives for Regional Staff to encourage SEPs. Other changes that might be effective in encouraging SEPs go beyond the world of SEPs. One such change involves the measures EPA uses to evaluate enforcement performance. EPA traditionally has used “output” measures as one indicator of enforcement performance — e.g., the number of inspections conducted each year, or the number of cases brought in a particular year. To the extent that EPA staff are evaluated based on these sorts of “beans,” or activity measures, such measures seem to have the potential to create disincentives for staff to pursue time-consuming projects, including SEPs. This is not necessarily the case, of course. An appropriately calibrated weighting system might give a Regional official or office more credit for a time-consuming project (like a SEP) than for a less time-consuming one (such as a “simple” penalty case). The question is whether current measures, and the weight attached to them, may create management-based disincentives to undertake particularly environmentally valuable work, including negotiating SEPs that yield especially useful results. Research into EPA’s current performance measures would be helpful in determining the extent to which performance measures serve to discourage (or encourage) EPA staff to pursue SEPs.

4. Expanding EPA’s administrative enforcement authority. A final set of possible actions that might encourage SEPs would involve an expansion of EPA’s administrative enforcement authority. EPA’s SEPs Coordinators indicate that most SEPs are negotiated in the context of administrative rather than judicial settlements.\textsuperscript{188} On the one hand, this is not surprising since EPA brings many more administrative than judicial cases.\textsuperscript{189} Further, steering a proposed SEP through multiple agency bureaucracies may well entail increased transaction costs.\textsuperscript{190}

On the other hand, because some of EPA’s statutes allow for more limited penalties in the administrative setting than in judi-

\textsuperscript{187} E-Mail from Beth Cavalier, supra note 104.
\textsuperscript{188} Telephone Interview with Beth Cavalier and Melissa Raack, supra note 163.
\textsuperscript{190} EPA and DOJ both typically would need to sign-off on a judicial settlement, while only EPA would typically sign-off on an administrative settlement.
cial enforcement, there are a variety of reasons why one might expect SEPs to be particularly promising in cases that EPA currently lacks jurisdiction to settle. Judicial cases are likely to be the more significant cases that warrant higher penalties, and therefore are more likely to involve environmental harm. Further, the higher penalties available in judicial cases seemingly would give EPA more leverage to reduce penalties in exchange for performance of a SEP.

One option is for Congress to increase EPA’s administrative penalty authorities. Congress has made legislative changes of this sort (increasing penalty authorities, including administrative penalties) as it has amended the major regulatory statutes over the past twenty years. Congress initially did not provide administrative penalty authority in the Clean Water and Clean Air Acts, for example. It only created such authorities in later iterations of these laws. For the Clean Air Act, Congress first established administrative penalty authority in its 1990 Amendments to that Act. One option is for Congress to adopt in the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts its RCRA model, by eliminating the artificial limits it has included in the former two statutes on administrative penalties vis-à-vis civil penalties.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Ecosystems provide enormously important services to our species, in addition to the non-anthropomorphic benefits they produce. Yet, many knowledgeable scholars have complained that we have failed to design systems of governance that recognize this reality or devote sufficient attention to understanding or protecting the services ecosystems provide. The consequence is that we

191. The CWA and CAA each provides for higher penalties in judicial civil cases than in administrative civil cases. CWA §§ 309(d), (g) (2006); CAA §§ 113(b), (d) (2006).
193. CWA § 309(g) (2006); CAA § 113(d) (2006).
196. Ecosystems and other parts of our natural environment have value in ways other than the services they provide to humans. Thus, a focus solely on such services risks under-valuing these natural resources and poses a challenge for those interested in preserving such resources for other reasons. The question of how best to approach this challenge is a critical one, but it is beyond the scope of this article.
under-value these services quite substantially and, as a result, we squander them in various ways.

In the world of ecosystems and the services they provide, ignorance is unlikely to be bliss. Instead, it is a recipe for ill-informed market-place decisions and for ill-informed policy choices that lead to under-protection of our natural environment. There are numerous strategies for learning more about the threats that human activity poses to ecosystems and their services and for enhancing protection of such systems and restoration of systems that have sustained harm. Market-based approaches offer considerable promise, as do new or refined regulatory regimes. In this effort to consider these questions in the context of regulatory enforcement, my tentative conclusion is that, at both the conceptual level and in the real world, enforcement has promise to serve as an effective tool to help us improve our understanding of ecosystems and the services they provide, and to aid in protecting and restoring such ecosystems and services. In addition to suggesting some possible regulatory fixes myself to advance the goal of more effective protection of ecosystems and the services they provide, this article is intended to serve as a challenge to regulatory aficionados and experts in various types of ecosystems to consider how best to structure and use these enforcement tools (and compliance promotion more generally) to achieve this important public policy objective.